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Welcome to
Frank Key
At Frank Key Plant & Tool Hire we take pride in making
available the kind of high-quality products and services
that quite simply, help you get the job done.
Whether you’re a weekend DIYer, a hardworking
builder, a trade landscaper or a developer, we have hire
equipment available and at your disposal.
And when you commit to Frank Key Plant & Tool Hire
you benefit from our guarantee. That all products are
of the highest quality, maintained at the highest levels
and presented at their very best. All supported with our
full warranty and acknowledged levels of outstanding
customer service. We also have an excellent tool repair
offering to fix, service and sharpen your essential kit.
With your convenience at the heart of our offering, you
can call, email or visit one of our sites to browse, seek
advise or collect the right kit for your job. With branches
across the Midlands, Yorkshire and Lancashire, there’s
a branch near you. And for trade customers moving
between sites, the National Hire Direct service will get
plant and tools to where they need to be.

Hire anywhere in the UK
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Setting Up An Account
As a Frank Key Plant & Tool Hire account holder,
you will benefit from having a single contact for all
your tool hire needs and you may be able to take
advantage of our National Hire Direct* service.
If you would like to apply for a
credit account with us, request and
complete an application form by
either:

• Limited Companies
Three trade references from
reputable suppliers ideally tool
hire or building companies

• Emailing
Send your request to
accountapps@frank-key.co.uk

Post or email your completed
application form, along with
any supporting documentation
to our Accounts department
(details below), and providing all
sections have been completed
correctly and subject to receipt
of the relevant credit checks and
references, we will endeavour
to open the account within a
seven-day period from receipt of
your application.

• Website
Visit www.frank-key.co.uk/hire and
complete our account application
form online
• In Person
Visit your nearest Frank Key
Plant & Tool Hire branch to request
a form
• Telephone
Talk to our accounts department
on 01422 254 999
In order to avoid delays in
processing your application,
please ensure you have:
• Sole Trader
Two forms of identification (either
a driving licence or passport, and
a household utility bill no older
than three months)

6

Accounts
Frank Key Plant & Tool Hire
125 Pellon Lane,
Halifax,
HX1 5QN
T
E

01422 254 999
accountapps@frank-key.co.uk

*National Hire Direct availability
dependent on trade terms and conditions.

Pick up an accompanying Frank Key Plant & Tool Hire price list

How To Hire
0800 344 344
Check availability at
your preferred branch,
see the back cover
for contact details

Visit us

Email

To find your local
branch see the back
cover for details or
visit frank-key.co.uk

You can also email
your local branch
- links available at
frank-key.co.uk

Hiring the best tool for the job is as easy as 1, 2, 3
Discuss and reserve
your hire requirements
with our highly trained
and experienced staff,
by telephone, email
or just call into one of
our branches.

Payment – If you
do not have a credit
account, you can still
hire from us on a cash
basis. Simply leave
a deposit via card
payment, and subject
to acceptable forms
of ID being provided**,
you will be eligible to
hire.

If you require collection
of a product, call the
branch you hired from.
The security of any
equipment remains
your responsibility until
it’s collected by us or
has been returned.
Equipment remains on
hire until returned to
one of our branches.

No account?
If you don’t have a credit account with Frank Key Plant & Tool Hire, we will require two
forms of identification (either a driving licence or passport, and a household utility
bill no older than 3 months). A card deposit will be required (the amount will vary
depending on the item(s) being hired and the hire period).

Cleaning
If the equipment is not returned in the condition in which it was hired,
an additional cleaning charge will be applied.

Delivery
Our fleet deliver goods for hire and sale to areas throughout Derbyshire,
Lancashire, Nottinghamshire and Yorkshire. We will ensure you get the tools
you need, when and where you need them. Delivery and collection charges
apply – all prices shown in this guide are exclusive of transport charges;
which are priced on application.

Hire anywhere in the UK
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Health & Safety

Hand-arm Vibration Risk
Hand-arm Vibrations (HAV)
Equipment selection
are produced and transferred Ensure that you use the right tool for
the job. If the tool is too small or not
through the equipment into
powerful enough it is likely that it will take
the operators’ hands and
longer for the job to be completed and
can expose you to vibration for longer.
arms when carrying out
certain working processes.
Workstation design
If anyone suffers enough exposure
to these vibrations for lengthy time
periods during the day or over
extended periods (weeks, months or
years) irreversible injuries could be
caused.
To protect yourself and your
employees, ensure everyone is
aware of the symptoms which
could indicate Hand Arm Vibration
Syndrome. Symptoms are:
• Tingling (pins & needles) in your
arms and hands.
• Numbness in your arms and hands,
especially on your finger tips and
around your knuckles.
• Difficulty in using your hands to pick
up or hold items like pens, coins etc.

Think about how to arrange your
workstation to minimise the impact on
hands, wrists and arms caused by poor
posture and gripping heavy tools tightly.

Work schedules
Plan your work schedule so you are
not exposed to vibration for long
periods of time by taking frequent
breaks and limiting the overall time you
are exposed to vibration.

Clothing
Ensure you wear protective clothing
to stay warm and dry, to maintain
good blood circulation which should
help defend against developing
vibration white finger. However, please
do not solely rely on gloves to protect
you against vibration and take other
precautions as well.

For more information on Hand-arm Vibration Syndrome,
please visit www.hse.gov.uk/vibration/hav/
A guide to HAV colour code

8

2

5

7. 5

Low vibration levels
between 0 - 2.5m / s2

Medium vibration levels
between 2.5 - 5m / s2

High vibration levels
over 5m / s2

Pick up an accompanying Frank Key Plant & Tool Hire price list

Health & Safety

Health And Safety
At Frank Key Plant & Tool Hire, each tool hired has been
thoroughly examined for maintenance and safety by our
experienced fitters. Your safety is our priority.
HAE certified

General advice

The certification proves
that Frank Key Plant &
Tool Hire are competent
in safety, health,
environment and quality,
continuing to meet high
standards of customer
service through a well
trained workforce.

Make sure you are
confident and trained
to correctly use the
tools you hire. We pride
ourselves on providing
exceptional service
and advice. If you are
unsure of how to use
a tool properly please
ask a member of the
Frank Key Plant & Tool
Hire team, who will be
happy to advise you.

Personal Protective
Equipment
It’s important to choose
the right Personal
Protection Equipment
(PPE) when working
with any tools in order to
reduce your risk of injury.
Please refer to the safety
symbols illustrated
below, which you will
see throughout this
guide, to help determine
what PPE items we
recommend you use.

A guide to safety symbols

Safety
Gloves

Safety
Helmet

Respiratory
Equipment

Safety
Boots

Safety
Overalls

Ear
Protection

Safety
Harness

Eye
Protection

Face
Protection

The safety symbols illustrated in this publication are for guidance only. A full risk assessment should be carried out by the
hirer prior to any equipment being used, to ensure the correct PPE is used for the task.

Hire anywhere in the UK
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Pick up the latest copy of
Key Essentials from your local
branch for the very best prices
on our top stocked products.
Or download from frank-key.co.uk
Bulwell
NG6 8NG
T 0115 927 7412

Nottingham
Ripley
NG5 6BL
DE5 3AT
T 0115 9 208 208 T 01773 742 351

..
.

. ...

Cement & Aggregates
Landscaping

Paint

Plumbing & Heating

Sheffield
S2 1TA
T 0114 272 4001

Civils & Drainage

.

Somercotes
DE55 7RB
T 01773 605 208

Kitchens & Bathrooms

.

Plasterboard, Bricks & Blocks

Timber, Roofing & Insulation

Tools & Fixings

Access
& Lifting
Scaffold Towers/ Access/
Steps & Ladders/
Powered Access/ Lifting

Access & Lifting

Scaffold Towers
Scaffold Towers
All our mobile alloy towers come ready for erection.
Complete with all the required components to ensure
a safe method for working at height.
Each tower includes:
• Safety toe-boards & stabilisers
• Adjustable locking castor wheels
• Handrails
To help you decide which size you require we have
listed the available tower options below, by platform
height (the height at which your feet are at).
Contact us to arrange your PASMA
training requirements.

WIDTHS

Narrow width 0.85m
Double width 1.45m
DECK LENGTH OPTIONS

1.80m
2.50m
PLATFORM HEIGHTS

1.7m
2.2m
2.7m
3.2m
3.7m
4.2m
4.7m
5.2m
5.7m
6.2m
6.7m
7.2m
7.7m
8.2m
8.7m
9.2m
9.7m
10.2m

Scaffold tags are also available
to buy, ask in branch for
further details and prices.

12
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Access
Folding Indoor Scaffold

Self Erecting Tower

The folding mini indoor scaffold tower provides
a safe and stable access solution for interior
decorating and maintenance work that is not only
quick and easy to erect, but will fit in most estate
cars and vans.

A flat pack version of the folding indoor scaffold
but with a higher platform. Erects in minutes.

•
•
•
•

• Base dims (L x W): 1.77m x 0.77m
• SWL 150kg
• Max. platform height: 2.0m

Base dims (L x W): 1.8m x 0.77m
SWL 275kg
Max. 1.80m platform height
Indoor use only

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H01-TOW001

1.80m

H01-TOW005

2.0m

Stairway Access Tower
The stairway access tower is designed specifically
for use within stairwells, offering a safe and
comfortable solution for those hard to reach areas.
It offers a 2m platform height from the lowest step
it is placed on and comes complete with a twin
adjustable guard rail.
• Base dims (L x W): 1.3m x 0.6m
• SWL 100kg
• Max. platform height: 2.0m

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H01-TOW010

2.0m
Hire anywhere in the UK

T
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Access & Lifting

Access
Mi Tower Mobile Scaffolding
Mi Tower is a versatile and high-quality one person
rolling access tower designed in accordance with the
latest testing and quality standards.
• Quick to assemble and dismantle by one person
• Assemble a tower up to 4m platform height in
under 10 minutes
• Stable, strong and robust
• Compact and easy to transport
• Fits through any standard door opening
and in many commercial vehicles
• Dimensions 127 x 83 x 158 cm (L x W x H)
Mi Tower Mobile Scaffolding Stair Pack
• Extension set - extends up to 6.2m platform height
• Two person assembly
• Ideal scaffold to work safely and move into a
narrow stairwell
• Small footprint & walk through design

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H01-TOW015
H01-TOW020

Mi Tower 4.0m
Stair Pack 6.2m

Scaffold Board
Scaffold boards have a variety of uses and come in
three different sizes.
• Commonly used for all scaffolding and general
purpose applications such as trestle tables,
tread boards & decorating planks.
• Scaffold board lengths range from 2.4m to 3.9m
Available to hire or buy.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H01-SCA000
H01-SCA005
H01-SCA010

Scaffold Boards 2.4m (8ft)
Scaffold Boards 3.0m (10ft)
Scaffold Boards 3.9m (13ft)

14
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Access
Staging
Our lightweight universal staging is ideal for use
with steel, timber or alloy trestles.
• Deck width 450mm
• Used with guard rail to provide high-level access
• Require only 300mm overlap

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H01-STA000
H01-STA005
H01-STA010
H01-STA015
H01-STA020
H01-STA025
H01-STA030

3.0m
3.6m
4.2m
4.8m
5.4m
6.0m
Handrail Set (20ft)

Trestles
Used with scaffold boards or stagings. Steel trestles
provide a quick and cost effective solution for low level
access requirements, commonly used by brick layers
and plasterers.
• Scaffold board lengths range from 2.4m to 3.9m

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H01-TRE001
H01-TRE002
H01-TRE003

No.1 (ext. 450mm - 750mm)
No.2 (ext. 750mm - 1200mm)
No.3 (ext. 1000mm - 1800mm)

Trestle Handrail System
Our trestle handrail system is an ideal solution
to providing a safe system of work when using
traditional builder’s trestles. Designed to comply
with the working at height regulations and has
been fully tested in accordance with BS EN 13374.
• Simple locking gate and bracket provides easy
access to the system once erected
• Stabilisers not only ensure a more rigid system
but improve the stability of the structure
• Fast and simple to install

CODE

X01-TRE010
Hire anywhere in the UK
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Access & Lifting

Steps & Ladders
Steps
Aluminium and GRP
steps available in various
sizes as detailed.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

H02-STE000
H02-STE010
H02-STE020
H02-STE030
H02-STE040
H02-STE050

6 Tread
8 Tread
10 Tread
12 Tread
Podium
Sherpascopic Safety

1.45m
1.95m
2.45m
2.90m
0.8 -1.2m
1.5 -2.3m

5.2kg
7kg
9.5kg
11.6kg
40kg
30kg

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

4.12-5.8m
6.09-8.6m
4.2m
5.11m
6.27m
7.4m
8.2m
8.8m
9.7m
5.5m
7.4m
9.1m
10.5m
-

18kg
28kg
14kg
19kg
20kg
22kg
29kg
35kg
42kg
30kg
33kg
35kg
44kg
13kg
20kg
10kg
10kg

Ladders
A full range of lightweight and heavy duty class one
industrial & DIY ladders.
The combination ladder can be used as a conventional
three-part ladder, as a free-standing double ladder (as
illustrated) or as a staircase ladder.
Extension ladders (double & triple): heavy duty
aluminium rope or push up ladders.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H02-LAD000
H02-LAD010
H02-LAD020
H02-LAD030
H02-LAD040
H02-LAD050
H02-LAD060
H02-LAD070
H02-LAD080
H02-LAD090
H02-LAD100
H02-LAD110
H02-LAD120
H02-LAD140
H02-LAD150
H02-LAD160
H02-LAD170

Combination Ladder 2.4m
Combination Ladder 3.6m
Ladder Double 2.5m
Ladder Double 3.0m
Ladder Double 3.5m
Ladder Double 4.0m
Ladder Double 4.5m
Ladder Double 5.0m
Ladder Double 5.5m
Ladder Triple 2.5m
Ladder Triple 3.0m
Ladder Triple 3.5m
Ladder Triple 4.0m
Roof Ladder 5.0m
Roof Ladder (ext 3.9m-6.6m)
Ladder Stay
Ladder Stopper

16
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Powered Access
Aerial Work Platform

Fall Arrest System

• Available up to 30ft
working platform height
• One person
• Indoor use only
• Quick set-up and
simple to operate
• User-friendly controls
• Small outrigger
footprint for positioning
close to walls
• Easy to manoeuvre
• Push into place
• Battery - vertical lift

Recommended for use
where the potential of
a fall exists. This safety
harness is fully adjustable
for user comfort. The
energy absorbing lanyard
reduces the effect of a
fall on the wearer’s body.
The harness and lanyard
must not be reused
after deployment.
Available in two types:
• Fixed
• Energy absorbing

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H03-POW000

AWP 25/30

H03-POW050

Harness & Lanyard

Compact Scissor Lift
This compact scissor offers real savings in
operating times. Battery operated and self
propelled, which can be driven when elevated.
Features include:
• 5.8m Platform Height
• One person only for external use
• Two person indoor
• Folding cage for confined entrances
• Extending platform
• Built in smart charger (110v)
• 28mph wind restriction
• 1498 kg
• 1800(L) x 820(W) x 1550(H)mm
• Battery powered

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H03-POW010

5.8m

Powered access and machinery - It is the responsibility of the hirer to ensure
that the persons using the equipment have received the appropriate instructions,
information and training.
If you are not fully competent, please contact us to arrange training 0800 344 344.
Hire anywhere in the UK
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Access & Lifting

Powered Access
Low Level Powered Access
These machines are designed for a multitude of indoor tasks
including building & construction, particularly fit & strip out,
shop fitting, painting & decorating, general maintenance,
cleaning as well as facilities management. Easy to manoeuvre
and has many safety features. Please contact our team for
more information on the options available.
• Platform height options - 2.5m, 3.1m
• Fits through a standard doorway or into a small
passenger lift
• Easy to manoeuvre via heavy duty castors with
non-marking tyres
• Tilt sensor with ascent interlock and alarm
• Platform overload sensor with ascent interlock
and LED indicator on handset
• Quick access to non-powered emergency
descent

CODE

X03-POW005

Scissor Lift - Self Propelled

Truck Mounted Platforms

Self-propelled Scissor lifts are the
industry solution for increasing
worksite productivity. Ideal for
manoeuvring in tight spaces, they’re
excellent for indoor and outdoor
construction, maintenance and
installation applications with firm, level
surfaces. Characterised by low noise
levels, these lifts provide excellent
capacity and maximum platform
workspace where a
straight vertical lift
is required.

With exceptional reach heights of up to
57 metres, our Truck Mounts are a costeffective way for working at height in a
variety of applications. Truck mounts are
found to be more efficient and easier for
getting to and from sites quickly and are
ready to use in minutes.
• Reach heights from 20m up to 57m

• 6.0m up to 30m
• Battery / Bi-fuel /
Diesel options
available
Enquire for
more details

CODE

CODE

X03-POW020

X03-POW100

18
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Powered Access
Boom Lift - Trailer Mounted
Trailer mounted boom lift with two booms and a
telescopic arm, to give optimum coverage.
Features include:
• 12m working height
• Vertical platform height 10.4m
• Hydraulic stabilizing legs
• 1438kg
• 5500(L) x 3590(W) x 1940(H) mm
• Battery powered
• Outreach of 5.6m from centre
• Built-in smart charger (110v)
Note: As a guide for every metre you outreach, a
metre is lost in height.

CODE

H03-POW030

Boom Lifts - Self Propelled
Self Propelled Boom Lifts provide the
ability to lift up, over and out with precise
positioning for ultimate versatility in hard-toaccess work areas, allowing obstacles to be
navigated at height.
All are compact and manoeuvrable and
can be driven from the platform in any
boom position, saving time and improving
efficiency. With ‘narrow’ and 4WD chassis
options available.
Enquire for more details.
• 6m up to more than 30m

CODE

X03-POW035
Hire anywhere in the UK
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Access & Lifting

Lifting
Material Hoist
Heavy duty, manually operated lift equipment
ideal for a wide variety of tasks such as ducting
and ventilation installations. Available with a
full range of accessories including extension
forks, pipe cradle and boom. Compact and very
manoeuvrable one man operation.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H20-LIF000
H20-LIF010
H20-LIF020
H20-LIF030
H20-LIF040
H20-LIF225
H20-LIF220
H20-LIF260

Material Hoist (GL8)
Material Hoist (SL10)
Material Hoist (SL15)
Material Hoist (SL20)
Material Hoist (SL25)
Material Hoist Attachment
Fork Extensions*
Pipe Cradle

HEIGHT

SWL**

3.0m
4.5m
6.0m
7.6m

454kg
363kg
363kg
295kg

*Note: Extension Forks reduce load bearing capacity.
**Note: At 18” load centres.

Bumpa Hoist
The Bumpa is quick to erect,
enabling you to start work
immediately. Safely and
efficiently move roof tiles from
ground level to roof level or in
reverse. Saves hours.
• 110v/ Petrol
• Emergency stop button
top and bottom
• Reversible action for loading
and stripping functions
• Compact design – folds in
half for ease of transport
• 110-120kg machine weight
• 80kg payload
Check availablity.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

SWL

H20-LIF050
H20-LIF060

Bumpa Hoist 8m
Bumpa Hoist 10m

80kg
80kg

20
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Lifting
Geda & Ladder Hoists

Portable Conveyor

Various vertical and angled ladder hoists
available. These hoists offer a safe method
of lifting materials, providing increased
productivity. Various lifting heights and
weight options available.

The 300mm wide, 4.4m long lightweight portable
conveyor offers the ultimate conveying solution
that moves with your workspace. Move up to 60
tonnes of aggregate every hour. Maximum payload
150kg @ 45º degree angle. Multiple conveyors can
be utilised.

CODE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H03-POW035

H20-LIF065

Shifta 110v

Vacuum Slab Lift (Battery)

Two Man Kerb Lifter VZ1

This battery powered two person slab lifter makes
light work of moving and laying slabs. The surface
of the slab should be smooth, the vacuum will not
pick up riven slabs.

Two person operation especially designed
for handling concrete kerb stones.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

SWL

CODE

H20-LIF080

VPH 150

150kg

H20-LIF085

• Gripping range 500mm-1045mm
• Carrying capacity 100kg
• Weight 12kg

Hire anywhere in the UK

T

0800 344 344 / frank-key.co.uk/hire
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Access & Lifting

Lifting
Scaffold Hoist
This electric cable winch will lift up to
200kg, in most cases. It is used on
scaffolding to raise and lower loads
such as bricks, mortar and tiles.
• 110v
• Maximum working
height 25m
• Max safe load 200kg

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H20-LIF090

110v

Secure Gin Wheel & Scaffold Arm
An improved design on the traditional gin
wheel. This pulley has a braking system
to hold the load when being raised.
• Rope not supplied
• Certified to 250kg

CODE

H20-LIF100
22
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Access & Lifting

Lifting
Beam Clamp

Chain Block

We offer robust and hard-wearing beam clamps,
with maximum weight capacities ranging from
1 to 2 tonnes (other sizes available on request).
Each of our clamps can be easily adjusted to fit
most beams and girders.

Ideal for general
workshop and industrial
use, these robust
chain blocks are tested
and approved to CE
standards.
• 1 and 2ton safe
working load
• 3m & 10m lift height

CODE

H20-LIF110

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H20-LIF120
H20-LIF130
H20-LIF140

(1t) 3m
(1t) 10m
(2t) 3m

Manhole Lifter

Brick & Block Grabs

This manhole cover lifter is designed to lift man
hole covers safely and easily, with minimum
physical exertion. The manhole lifter can be
wheeled quickly into place over the manhole
cover and the keys can be hooked into the
keyholes easily. The efficient hydraulic lifting
system is operated easily by one person using
the robust lifting rod.

Fully certified grab used for handling
common building packs of blocks, bricks
and kerbs up to a SWL of 1800kg. The
grab operates in a scissor action to clamp
the load securely and is engineered
with a semi-automatic gear system that
alternates to engage and release loads
with limited manual handling.

•
•
•
•

A lifting eye attaches the grab to the
carrier by either a lifting chain for fork
attachment. Hooks are also attached
to enable the secure fixture of a
safety net.

2 and 4 Key Manhole Lifter
1500kg capacity
Always break seal before use
3 tonnes breakout force

CODE

CODE

X20-LIF090

X20-LIF095
Hire anywhere in the UK
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Access & Lifting

Lifting
Crane Forks
To handle pallets in a safe and stable manner via
an overhead crane, what better solution is there
than a crane fork? Your pallets can be picked up
and moved with complete confidence, secure in
the knowledge that your pallet handling duties are
being carried out safely and risk free.
• SWL 2000kg

CODE

X20-LIF100

Barrow Chains
Special three leg chain sling for lifting
wheelbarrows. Supplied with two rings for the
handles & a pig tail hook for the front.
• Simple to attach & detach
• Lifts wheelbarrows of up to 250kg
• Length: 1m

CODE

H20-LIF160

Hydraulic Cylinders
Hydraulic pad jacks with a very compact
design for use within very low height
spaces, all jacks are manufactured with
a spring-return, for ease plunger return.
We offer several different models ranging
from 10 to 90ton capacity.

CODE

X20-LIF185
24
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Access & Lifting

Lifting
Toe Jack
If you’re looking for a heavy-duty lifting solution
for use in confined workspaces, then our
5 tonne Toe Jack is a great choice for a safe
and secure operation.
•
•
•
•
•

Toe height: 22mm
Total closed height: 290mm
150mm stroke
Comes complete with handle
Fully certified for safety and reliability

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H20-LIF180

5ton

Engine Hoist
Hydraulic engine hoist ensures an engine can be
lifted clean out of its bay with little effort. We have
a range of engine hoists from 250kg to 2ton weight
capacity. Perfect for use by a home mechanic or
professional garage.
Check availability.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H20-LIF170

Up to 2ton

Trolley Jack

Machine Skate Set

Trolley jack with short wheel base, is compact and
ideal for keeping in your boot. This jack has an
integral carry handle and can lift up to 2 tonnes.
The lift range is 14cm to 34cm.

Our range of shifting skates offers the simplest way
to put awkward loads on wheels.
• Steering turntable gives maximum
manoeuvrability
• Set includes 2 rear packing skates and 2 front
steering skates
• SWL 20ton for each set
• Weight approx 25kg
Check availability.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H20-LIF190

2ton

H20-LIF200

20ton

Hire anywhere in the UK

T

0800 344 344 / frank-key.co.uk/hire
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Access & Lifting

Lifting
Pallet Truck

Pallet Truck - Rough Terrain

All of our pallet trucks are complete with tandem
load rollers which spread the load on the floor
surface, resulting in less
effort / strain for the operator.

An off-road pallet truck designed for rough ground.
Adjustable fork distance for different size pallets.

• SWL 2000-2500kg
• Nylon wheels and rollers

• SWL 1000kg
• For rough and uneven terrain
• Adjustable fork distance

CODE

CODE

H20-LIF210

X20-LIF216

Can’t see what you need? Ring 0800 344 344 and we will source it for you.

Pallet Truck - Hi Lift
Manual lift pallet truck allows the easy
transportation of heavy loads.
• SWL 2000kg
• Simple lift mechanism raises the load to an
ergonomic working height
• Lifts to a maximum height of 800mm
• Easy manoeuvrability and use

CODE

H20-LIF215
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Access & Lifting

Lifting
Turntable Truck/ Site Bogey

Sack Cart - Trolley

Our Turntable Truck has been engineered to do
just that, taking the full strain of transporting bulk
quantities of material and equipment when you
really need it. Our Turntable Trucks feature large,
puncture proof solid rubber wheels, a raised
heavy duty deck
for good ground
clearance and
easy loading and a
precision steering
mechanism for
easy manoeuvring.

For moving those heavy loads, a sack barrow
makes the job easy.

CODE

SWL

CODE

H20-LIF235

1000kg

H20-LIF230

• SWL 250kg
• Weight 15kg

Glass Sucker

Plasterboard Panel Trolley

Ideal for safely lifting large panes of glass, sheet
material and marble.

Heavy duty, quality panel trolley for transporting
MDF sheets, wall boards, plus any other difficult to
carry panels (not suitable for glass).

• Double/ triple cup suction lifter available
• ABS body construction
• Rubber suction pads

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H20-LIF240
H20-LIF250

Double
Triple

• SWL 350kg
• Weight 40kg
• 1.5 x 0.7 x 1.2m

CODE

H20-LIF075

Plasterboard Lifter
This lifter has a tilting bed to load sheets of
plasterboard easily.
• Accepts panels up to 4.9 x 1.2m
• Capable of lifting panels up to 68kg

CODE

H20-LIF070
Hire anywhere in the UK

T

0800 344 344 / frank-key.co.uk/hire
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Servicing

& Repairs
Your own power tools can be
serviced or repaired by
experienced and trained technicians
to the highest standards, using
factory approved parts.
Electrical testing and
certification available
Maintain your manufacturer’s
warranty, by having your equipment
serviced and repaired by one of our
manufacturer qualified technicians.
Simply drop your equipment off at
one of our many hire branches and
we will assess the machine, before
contacting you with a quotation.*

And many more...
*An upfront assessment charge may apply, which will be refunded against subsequent warranty repair costs.
For our Terms & Conditions visit:
www.frank-key.co.uk/ terms-and-conditions

Plant
Excavators/ Dumpers/
Rollers/Telehandlers/
Compressors & Air Tools

Plant

Excavators
Digger 1ton (Micro)
The Micro Digger is the smallest type of
excavator available on the market, whilst
still offering plenty of power, but with the
added benefit of accessibility in the tightest
of spaces. Able to adjust its track gauge from
860mm to 760mm, this digger ensures access
through the narrowest of spaces. The zerotail swing gives you the greatest flexibility to
pivot and deposit soil, while offering the most
protection against accidental damage.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Model: E10 Bobcat
Diesel
Width 760mm to 860mm (retractable axle)
Height 1500mm (with the safety bar down)
Height 2210mm (with safety bar up).
Digging depth up to 1800mm.
Weight 1176 kg
Fold down tip over protective
structure (TOPS)
• Retractable undercarriage
• Two speed travel
• Retractable blade
These features, along with its maximum
digging depth of 1800mm and compact
design make it a great option for projects
where space or access is limited or restricted
and where exhausting manual labour is your
only other option. Essentially this machine can
go where other diggers cannot.
Bucket sizes available: 230mm, 300mm,
450mm, 600mm
Delivery and collection charges applicable.

CODE

H24-PLA000
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Plant

Excavators
Digger 1.5ton (Mini)
The 1.5t digger is the backbone of the Frank
Key Tool Hire fleet. These machines are very
popular because of their power and versatility,
whilst still reasonably compact. The Bobcat®
E17 compact excavator delivers performance
in confined spaces with the need for only
minimal repositioning. The operator can
hydraulically retract the undercarriage to a
width of only 980mm, in order to travel through
gates or between walls and houses, then
expand it to 1360mm for a wider footprint and
greater performance. The E17 has reduced tail
swing for better versatility and manoeuvrability
on compact sites.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Model: E17 Bobcat
Diesel
Width 980mm
Digging depth up to 2300mm.
Retractable undercarriage & Blade
Conventional Tail Swing
Two speed travel
Dual direction detent

Bucket sizes available: 150mm, 230mm,
300mm, 450mm, 600mm and 900mm
ditching bucket
Delivery and collection charges
applicable.

CODE

H24-PLA010
Hire anywhere in the UK

T

0800 344 344 / frank-key.co.uk/hire
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Plant

Excavators
Digger 3ton
The Bobcat E26 excavator features minimal tail swing to reduce
the risk of damage to your machine and surrounding objects. With
its compact size and excellent flotation, the E26 easily manoeuvres
around established lawns, crowded sites and sensitive surfaces.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Model: E26 Bobcat (3ton)
Width 1515mm
Digging depth up to 2800mm
Selectable control pattern
Auto Idle & Auto Shift
Fingertip Boom swing control
Two speed travel
Dual direction detent
Blade float

Bucket sizes available: 300mm, 450mm,
600mm and 900mm ditching bucket.
Delivery and collection charges applicable.

CODE

PRODUCT

H24-PLA020
X24-PLA029

3ton
Breaker / Pecker Attachment
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Plant

Excavators
Diggers
We also offer a range of diggers
up to 13 tonnes, consisting of top
tier brands. Please contact us for
our full range and availability.

CODE

PRODUCT

X24-PLA025
X24-PLA026
X24-PLA027

6ton
8ton
13ton
Hire anywhere in the UK

T

0800 344 344 / frank-key.co.uk/hire
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Plant

Dumpers
Dumper 1ton High Tip
At just over 1 metre wide, with a 1ton payload capacity,
these versatile machines are ideal on jobs where space is at
a premium. They have the added benefit of hi-tip capability,
allowing the user to lift above the height of most skips.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Skip Type: Hi-Tip (Non Swivel)
Diesel
Max Safe Load 1000kg
Unladen Weight 1295kg
Width 1115mm
Length 3032mm
Height (without ROPS*) 1733mm
Height (with ROPS*) 2860mm
Tipping Height 1550mm
Volume (Level) 280 Litre
Volume (Heaped) 500 Litre

Delivery and collection charges applicable.
* ROPS – Roll-over protective structures

CODE

PRODUCT

H24-PLA040

1ton

Dumper 3ton Swivel
These dumpers have the same features as a
standard dumper but with the added benefit of
a Powerswivel function, allowing the machine
to rotate through 180 degrees to tip to the front
or either side, making them ideal on jobs where
turning space is limited.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dumper 6ton Straight & Swivel

CODE

PRODUCT

X24-PLA051

6ton

Skip Type: Swivel
Diesel
Max Safe Load 3000kg
Unladen Weight 2160kg
Width 1650mm
Length 3935mm
Height (without ROPS*) 2000mm
Height (with ROPS*) 3092mm
Tipping Height 735mm
Volume (Level) 990 Litre
Volume (Heaped) 1640 Litre

Delivery and collection charges applicable.
* ROPS – Roll-over protective structures

CODE

PRODUCT

H24-PLA050

3ton
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RED DIESEL is available to purchase
from any Frank Key Tool Hire Branch.
Ask a member of staff for details.

Plant

Dumpers
Mini Tracked Dumper (500kg) High Tip
This Tracked Dumper offers versatility
on small confined jobs, combining
a compact design with ultimate
performance. Designed for professional
use with a very strong undercarriage
this barrow will easily operate on difficult
soft terrain, climb stairs and negotiate
pathways.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Skip Type: High-Tip
Petrol / Diesel
Width 690mm, Length 1550mm
Height 1030mm
500kg payload
Tipping height 1370mm
Volume 0.255m3

Delivery and collection charges applicable.

CODE

PRODUCT

H24-PLA060

500kg

Skid Steer
The Bobcat skid steer has many applications. With its four-in-one bucket it can lift, scoop,
grab and drop its load. It can operate in very small areas and is easy to use.
•
•
•
•
•

Model: S100 Bobcat Skid Steer
Diesel
Width 1100mm *(exc. Bucket attachment)
Height 1850
Maximum load 400kg

The Bobcat S100 is the right size with enough lift capacity
to help you in the tightest of spaces. It’s a durable
solution for all your industrial needs. Bobcat loaders
will meet your high expectations for performance, every
time you use them. The design, balance and weight
distribution has been perfected to deliver more usable
horsepower, powerful breakout forces and faster cycle
times. With a skid steer loader, you can work
quicker, lift more and outperform your competition.
Attachments: Bucket: 44”/1120mm Wide.
Delivery and collection charges applicable.

CODE

H24-PLA030
Hire anywhere in the UK

T

0800 344 344 / frank-key.co.uk/hire
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Plant

Rollers
Pedestrian Roller
Perfect for the larger jobs where a compactor plate is just too
small. Forward and reverse drive makes these the first choice
whenever manoeuvrability, transport, quality and coverage are
key factors. They are ideal for asphalt applications and repair
and maintenance work.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H07-COM050 21 inch Petrol
H07-COM060 28 inch Diesel

VIBRATION

4.3
5.5

Ride On Roller 1.5ton
Whether for asphalt or earthworks, compaction is a breeze with
this BOMAG tandem roller.
The self-explanatory operation and optimal performance of this
machine means the highest quality result every time.
The AD80 provides the perfect roller size for compacting asphalt
and hardcore, featuring a water reservoir to prevent adhesion to the
twin drums, improving the overall finish.
•
•
•
•
•

Diesel
Width [Roller] 800mm
Width 860mm, Length 2200mm
Height 1650mm (with the safety bar in the down position)
Height 2350mm safety bar up

Delivery and collection charges applicable.
CODE

H24-PLA080

Trench Roller
When work demands high-quality solutions this articulated,
radio-controlled, multi-purpose compactor gets to the places
where operators can’t go, or would rather not go.
This multi-purpose compactor achieves outstanding
compaction results on soil compaction in trenches, sewers,
pipeline construction, foundations, roads and parking lots.

CODE

X24-PLA090
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Plant

Telehandlers
Telehandlers
These telescopic handlers
are high performers offering
speed, stability and visibility
and are true allies in your quest
for productivity and simplicity,
ensuring you carry out all your
construction work safely and
efficiently.
We have a range of telehandlers
for hire ranging from 6m to 17m
reach, low headroom and turbo
models. We can also provide
a large variety of materials
handling accessories to fit them
should you have any specific
applications.
Speak to one of the NHD team
on 0800 344 344.
CODE

PRODUCT

X24-PLA035
X24-PLA036
X24-PLA037
X24-PLA038
X24-PLA039

6m
9m
12m
14m
17m

Hire anywhere in the UK

T

0800 344 344 / frank-key.co.uk/hire
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Plant

Compressor & Air Tooling
Towable Twin Compressor
Although this towable compressor
is mainly used with breaker
attachments, it can also be used
with other accessories*. Each
compressor can be supplied
with one or two breakers and as
many air lines as you require. Also
available are light duty air picks for
those smaller jobs.
Delivery and collection
charges applicable.
• Diesel
• 140 cfm
• 8.5kva Generator (110v only)
power supply

CODE

PRODUCT

H24-PLA100

Towable Twin Tool Compressor /
8.5 kva Generator (110v only)

Air Breaker Attachments
Make light work of breaking concrete slabs,
roads and paths.
Delivery and collection charges applicable.

CODE

PRODUCT

H24-PLA120

Various Steel Attachments Hire
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Get inspiration and help to design
your perfect outdoor space at our
dedicated landscaping centre
DISPLAYS OF EVERY BRADSTONE
PAVING PRODUCT IN THE RANGE

FULL RANGE OF LANDSCAPING
PRODUCTS AVAILABLE

British manufactured and
ethically sourced natural
products, of quality,
performance and style

Decking, fencing,
artificial rass and decorati e
chippings available

APPROACHABLE ON-SITE TEAM

A REAL DESTINATION FOR
ALL THE FAMILY

On-site paving and stone
experts ready to help you
source your ideal product

We’re based at one of
the region’s largest and
best-loved garden centres

EXTENSIVE STOCKS TO TAKE AWAY

OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK,
ALL YEAR ROUND*

Includes building products
to complete your project
without delay

Whatever the season you
can plan your dream garden

Patioworld by Frank Key at Brookfields Garden Centre
Mapperley Plains, Nottingham NG3 5RW

patio-world.co.uk

* Except Christmas Day
& Boxing Day;
New Year’s Day;
Easter Sunday

Fencing,
Cabins &
Welfare
Fencing & Barriers/
Storage/ Cabins/
Welfare & Toilets

Fencing, Cabins & Welfare

Fencing & Barriers
Anti-climb Fence Panels
These panels offer quick and secure temporary
fencing. Ideal for site safety, protecting both your
employees and the public whilst ensuring your site
is kept safe and secure at all times.
•
•
•
•
•

Galvanised metal
3.5m (L) x 2m (H)
Each set includes: 2xcouplers, 1xrubber foot
Reinforced
Weight: 15kg each

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H04-FEN010
H04-FEN020
H04-FEN022

Anti-Climb Fence Panel
Pedestrian Gate
Vehicle Gate

Crowd Control Barrier
Designed to provide a quick and secure
temporary safety barrier between the public and
project. They offer an ideal solution for pedestrian
traffic management.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Galvanised metal
From 2m (L) x 1.2m (H)
Fixed leg
Hook and eyes welded to sides
Stackable
Weight: 14kg each

CODE

H04-FEN005

Pedestrian Barrier
Known also as Titan Barriers, they offer a highly
durable traffic system. Containing a fully reflective
panel, ideal for keeping pedestrians and motorists
safe. Easily connected to different barriers.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Robust High Density Polypropylene
2m (L) x 1m (H)
Integral feet and linking method
Hard wearing and durable
Stackable
Weight: 15kg each

CODE

H04-FEN000
Hire anywhere in the UK

T

0800 344 344 / frank-key.co.uk/hire
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Fencing, Cabins & Welfare

Barriers & Storage
Solid Hoarding Fence Panel
This temporary steel hoarding provides a costeffective solution to temporary fencing, with
the added benefit of privacy as well as security.
Suitable for most construction sites. Quick to install
and easy to customise for different environments.
•
•
•
•

Galvanised metal
2.0m (L) x 1.8m (H)
Each set includes: 1xcoupler, 1xrubber foot
Weight: 30kg each

CODE

H04-FEN015

Site Safe

Site Store

Keep your valuable tools safe and secure
with this popular tool vault.

The Site Store offers the same level of security as
the site safe but twice as much storage volume.

•
•
•
•
•

• Size (Ext): 1275mm x 675mm x 1270mm
• Weight: 159kg
• 850 Litres storage

Size (Ext): 1275mm x 665mm x 660mm
Weight: 86kg
410 Litres storage
5-lever deadlocks
Robust construction – 2mm & 3mm steel

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H04-STO000

Site Safe

H04-STO005

Site Store
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Fencing, Cabins & Welfare

Cabins, Storage & Welfare
Site Cabin (Secure)
Designed as a compact, secure storage option,
offering both short or long term hire solutions.
They are delivered by our own skip vehicles
(Nottinghamshire only), which means we can
get where others cannot.
• Secure metal container
• 2.1m (H) x 1.8m (W) x 3.5m (L)
Short or long term hires available, check for
availability - 0115 964 9001

CODE

H04-WEL000

Chemical Store

Site Toilet (Chemical)

The Chemical Store has all the security features of
the Site Store with the added benefits of being able
to store chemical substances, ensuring compliance
with all relevant HSE requirements.

Site toilets are emptied and maintained once a week
- included in hire rate.

•
•
•
•

Size (Ext): 1275mm x 675mm x 1270mm
Weight: 159kg
850 Litres storage
Suitable welded sump to
comply with COSHH regulations
• Integral shelf
• Up to 30 minutes fire resistance

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H04-STO010

Chemical Store

•
•
•
•

2.3m (H) x 1.2m (W) x 1.2m (L)
Hand-wash with foot pump
70 gallon waste tank
Transport costs excluded - POA

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H04-WEL020
H04-WEL030
H04-WEL040

Site Toilet
Towable Toilet
Disabled Toilet

Hire anywhere in the UK

T

0800 344 344 / frank-key.co.uk/hire
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Fencing, Cabins & Welfare

Welfare & Toilets
Site Welfare Unit - Towable
Accommodating Health & Safety requirements
and providing all your on-site needs in one
small package.
Can seat from 6 to 12 people, the units
are lightweight, compact and towable. The
Groundhog mobile welfare units boast many
safety features, making them highly secure and
anti vandal, also saving money which is a low
cost choice of welfare unit for rental, hire and
utility companies including site contractors.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H04-WEL060
H04-WEL070
H04-WEL080
H04-WEL090

6 Person
7 Person
10 Person
12 Person

Minimum weekly hire charges may apply, ask in branch for further details.

Outback 1+1 Trailer Toilet - Towable
CODE

H04-WEL050

Site Welfare Unit (20ft) - Static
All your welfare needs are covered with
this all in one welfare unit
• 6 to 12 person units available
• Canteen area, hot water, microwave,
and kettle
• Separate toilet and hand wash facilities
• Separate drying/ storage area
• Compact and reliable cabin generator

CODE

H04-WEL100
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Site
Equipment
Mixers/ Compacting/
Concrete Finishing/
Survey Equipment

Site Equipment

Site Equipment
Acros & Trench Struts
We offer a range of five sizes of acros,
plus trench props.
• Choice of heights available from 1.04m to 4.88m
• Made from extra strong tubular steel
• Telescopic height adjustment
Also available to hire or buy.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H05-ACR100
H05-ACR101
H05-ACR102
H05-ACR103
H05-ACR104
H05-SIT100

Acro No.0 (1.04m – 1.83m)
Acro No.1 (1.75m – 3.12m)
Acro No.2 (1.98m – 3.35m)
Acro No.3 (2.59m – 3.96m)
Acro No.4 (3.2m – 4.88m)
Trench Strut (300-600mm)

Strong Boy

Ground Guards

Used in conjunction with
an acro prop, the strong
boy offers reach, allowing
brickwork to be free of
obstruction from the acro
enabling brickwork to
be removed. Supports
spans up to 900mm.

All ground guard protection products are
lightweight, easy to use and simple to install
by hand without the need of expensive lifting
equipment. We have access to a range of ground
protection solutions that can be delivered
nationwide and be used for many applications.

Available to hire or buy.

CODE

CODE

H05-SIT110

H25-GRD090

Road Forms 3m

Road Plate

These forms create an interlocking barrier
in to which concrete can be poured. Each
form is 3m long.

Available in standard steel or anti-skid.

Cleaning charge
may apply.

CODE

CODE

H05-SIT180

H05-SIT190
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Site Equipment

Skips
Skip Ramp

Forklift & Concrete Skips

The skip loading ramp provides a safer means
of moving waste material from a wheelbarrow
into a skip. The solid, durable 3m long ramp
attaches firmly to the skip and provides a
convenient recessed channel up the centre,
securing the wheel to the ramp and preventing
the barrow from falling off.

Forklift tipping skips
Remove waste and rubbish easily on sites, heavy
duty design to meet rigorous site conditions.
Four-way entry, strong lever tipping mechanism,
lock and chain to prevent slipping.
Various capacities available - enquire 0800 344 344
Concrete skips
A forklift skip for directional pouring of concrete.
To be used with a forklift, it enables easy
manoeuvering and pouring of concrete.

CODE

CODE

H05-SIT210

X05-SIT200

Skips
Nottingham branch - 0115 9 208 208
Nationwide hire
- 0800 344 344

Builders Skip
6 cubic yards
Mini Skip
3 cubic yards
More information from the website
frank-key.co.uk

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

X05-SIT000

Skip Hire
Hire anywhere in the UK

T

0800 344 344 / frank-key.co.uk/hire
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Site Equipment

Site Equipment
Manhole Boxes & Shuttering

Rubbish Chute

The manhole box is a four-sided box used to
construct pre-cast concrete manhole chambers,
small chambers and small tanks. It delivers
time and labour cost advantages over hydraulic
manhole brace and trench sheets.

Rubbish chutes can be attached
onto scaffolding structures or
window openings and connected
easily with chains to dispose of
any waste effectively from height.

CODE

X05-SIT199

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H05-SIT120
H05-SIT130
H05-SIT140

1m Section
Top Hopper
Fixing Frame

Rubble Truck
Ergonomically designed for maximum performance and
efficiency, with an in-built tipping feature, a huge
400 litre capacity scoop, extra strength crane lift eyes
and a choice of solid rubber or pneumatic wheels.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Size: 760mm x 1460mm x 855mm (ext. dims)
Extra strength welded crane lifting eyes
In-built tipping feature
400 litre capacity scoop
Stackable
Weight: 89kg

CODE

H05-SIT200
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Site Equipment

Site Equipment
Block Splitter Manual 300mm
For manually cutting
blocks and paviours.
• Weight: 30kg
• Cutting Depth: 100mm
• Cutting Width: 310mm

CODE

H05-SIT150

Block Paviour Saw

Bitumen Boiler

Bench-top electrical saw designed specifically
for cutting block paviours. Repeatable cuts. No
marking every block. Clean fast cut. No more dust
in face when cutting.

These propane powered tar burners are selfcontained units. They have a removable inner tank
and enclosed burner bracket. Supplied
with adjustable regulator and hose.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Fuel - Propane (available to purchase)
• Weight: 42kg-95kg
• Tanks Sizes available:
1, 5 10-15 gallon

Size h x w x l: 400mm x 435mm x 650mm
Maximum blade diameter: 300mm
Rotating speed of blade: 2800rpm
Power: 1.8kW
Voltage: 115v
Weight: 27.5kg
Sound pressure level: 83dBA

1, 2, 3 head
Flame Gun

Gas cylinders are available to buy.

CODE

H05-SIT160

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H05-SIT170
H22-GAR400

Bitumen Boiler
Flame Gun 1 / 2 / 3 Head (Propane)

Hire anywhere in the UK

T

0800 344 344 / frank-key.co.uk/hire
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Site Equipment

Site Equipment
Road Signs

Submersible Pump

Frank Key has a selection of road signs to
suit most requirements.

Designed to be used fully submersed to move
water quickly and efficiently. Ideal for site
drainage, emptying pools and flooded basements.
Large volumes of water can be pumped while
unattended. Not to be run dry. Hire includes one
length of discharge hose.

Also available to hire and buy.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H05-SIT250
H05-SIT240

Road Sign
Road Cone

CODE

H05-SIT260

Fire Safety Equipment
Powder, Foam and CO2 extinguishers are available with
our fire extinguisher trollies only. The extinguishers are
free of charge to hire, when hired with the fire trolley,
although a refill charge will be applied if the extinguishers
are discharged or damaged.
Refill charge applies if extinguisher
is discharged.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H05-SIT230

Fire Point Trolley (Exc. refill charges)
Triple Fire Extinguisher Trolley
(Exc. refill charges)

H05-SIT440
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Fire Point Trolley

Site Equipment

Site Equipment
2’’ Pumps (Petrol)
Our petrol powered water pumps come
compete with an easy to start Honda engine
and have a protective steel tubular frame
with anti-vibration mounts and are fitting
with an oil alert. The standard water pump
is designed for pumping both clean and
dirty water. The trash water pump is ideal for
clearing trenches, deep excavations of water
and can handle solids of up to 25mm.
•
•
•
•

Outlet size: 50mm
Weight: 70kg
Flowrate: 840 l / min
Petrol

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H05-SIT270
H05-SIT280
H05-SIT285

Trash Pump 2 inch
Standard Pump 2 inch - hose included
Extra Delivery Hose 20ft

Static Water Bowser (1000 Litre)
Palletised

Water Bowser Towable

• 1000 litre (220 gallon) capacity
• Water Only (non-drinking)

These lightweight and durable portable water
bowsers make them ideal for transporting large
volumes of water, and can lend themselves to any
number of uses. Our highway bowsers are easily
towable, mountable and maintained, making them
ideal for regular use.

CODE

CODE

H05-SIT400

X05-SIT400

Not suitable for storing liquids for human
consumption.

Hire anywhere in the UK

T

0800 344 344 / frank-key.co.uk/hire
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Site Equipment

Site Equipment
Fuel Transfer Pump

Rotary Hand Pump

Self-priming liquid ring pump, designed for
transferring diesel fuel. Bypass valve fitted enables
pump to operate against closed valve for added
operator convenience and environment protection.

Robust cast iron drum pump ideal for dispensing
and transferring diesel fuel from small fuel storage
containers into plant and machinery.

•
•
•
•

60 l/m
Suitable for diesel and light oils
Not suitable for petrol or aviation fuel
Pump dia. 25mm

• 25 l/m
• 1” BSP inlet and outlet
• 1m suction pipe and
2” adaptor

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

H05-SIT290

110v

H05-SIT300

Diesel Mate 110 Litre Portable Fuel Caddy (Fuel Extra)
This 100 litre bunded diesel caddy comes
complete with a manual hand pump.
110% bund capacity for Environmental
compliance for fuel storage
(PPG2 Guidelines).
Ideal for refuelling machinery on site.
Has wheels for easy transport.
• Capacity 100 litre
• Weight Unladen 22kg
• Weight Laden 112kg
Diesel can be purchased with trolley
on request for an additional cost

CODE

H05-SIT405
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Diesel Fuel Only

Site Equipment

Site Equipment
Tyrolean Gun

Damp Cream Cartridge Gun

This rough cast applicator applies Tyrolean
and Roughcast wall covering materials.

An alternative to the damp proof pump. This
system uses a mastic type gun and cartridges.
The fluid is injected in the mortar joint instead
of the brickwork.

• Interior and exterior walls
• Size: 325 x 155 x 300
• Weight: 2kg
• Adjustable ratchet pressure bar

Cream cartridges available to purchase.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H05-SIT390

H05-SIT420
DPC10001

Cartridge Gun
Cream Cartridges (Buy)

Damp Proof Injection Pump

Damp Meter

A professional way of creating a new damp proof
layer in internal and external walls using an electric
pump unit used in conjunction with damp-proof
course injection fluid, to create a barrier against
rising damp.

This moisture meter is for measuring the moisture
retention of certain materials. It does this by
measuring the percentage of water in the material
being tested. The moisture meter can be used on
wood, breezeblock, brickwork, plaster and more.

CODE

• 250W motor
• Weight: 23kg
Check in
advance for
availability.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

H05-SIT430

110v / 230v

H05-SIT410
Hire anywhere in the UK

T

0800 344 344 / frank-key.co.uk/hire
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Site Equipment

Mixers
Cement Mixers
The Electric Mixer allows you to mix up to 90 litres
of concrete or mortar quickly. Mixer stand is optional.
Electric
• Power: 110v / 230v
• Weight: 55kg
• Capacity: 90 litres
The Petrol Mixer has the same capacity as the
electric version but with its Honda engine it offers
portability when power is not available.
Petrol
• Power: Petrol
• Weight: 61kg
• Capacity: 90 litres

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H06-MIX010
H06-MIX020

Cement Mixer Electric (110v / 230v)
Cement Mixer Petrol

Site Mixer (Diesel)
This heavy-duty, diesel powered, trolleymounted mixer ensures it is possible to mix
110 litres of concrete or mortar quickly.
• Power: Diesel (electric start)
• Weight: 335kg
• Capacity: 110 litres
Cleaning charges may apply.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H06-MIX030

Site Mixer Diesel

Screed Mixer
The paddle action mixes 90 litres of
mortar in minutes. Includes a reverse
action to remove clumps and a mesh
cover which allows materials to be
added whilst mixer is still in use.

• Power: 110v
• Weight: 130kg
• Capacity: 90 litres

Cleaning charges may apply.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H06-MIX050

Screed Mixer 110v
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Cleaning charges may apply.
• Reduced rates for long term hires
(+8 weeks)

Site Equipment

Compacting
Compactor Plates
The compactor plates are very popular for
compacting hardcore, sand and pavers. We stock
a range of sizes that vary in weight and compaction
rates, please ask for details.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

VIBRATION

H07-COM020
H07-COM030
H07-COM040
H07-COM070

Petrol 3.0 hp
Petrol 4.0 hp
Forward / Reverse
Compactor Mat

2.5
3.2
7.83
N/A

Trench Rammer

Compactor Plate Electric

If you are compacting sand, gravel or hardcore in
trenches and other confined areas, this reliable
rammer provides the professional results required.

Lightweight, professional
compactor plate with low
hand-arm vibration. Powered
by an environmentally friendly
electric motor, suitable for
indoor and outdoor use.
Features a removable
handle for easy storage
and transportation.

• Choice of 2 to 4- stroke
petrol machines
• Choice of narrow
or wide foot
• Weight: 60kg

• Single direction vibration
plate compactor
• Zero exhaust emissions
• High performance
vibration unit

7.6

4.5

CODE

CODE

H07-COM010

H07-COM015 110v

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

Hire anywhere in the UK

T

0800 344 344 / frank-key.co.uk/hire
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Site Equipment

Compacting
Pedestrian Roller
21”
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Petrol - single drum roller
Length 1100 mm
Unladen weight 150 kg
Working width 560 mm
Vibrating
Width 678 mm
Height 900 mm

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H07-COM050 21 inch Petrol
H07-COM060 28 inch Diesel

21”

28”
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Diesel - single drum roller
Length 2200 mm
Unladen weight 488 kg
Working width 710 mm
Vibrating
Width 825 mm
Height 1245 mm

28”

VIBRATION

4.3
5.5

Curing Tank

Power float

Complete with heater, temperature controller, wire
rack and mains tail lead and plug.

These 900mm four-bladed petrol power floats
create a smooth finish to most concrete surfaces.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Also available is an attachable finishing pan
Power: 5.5Hp/ 4kW
Comfort bar to cushion the operator’s hip
Chrome plated rings for easy cleaning
Central lifting point
Trowelling diameter: 925mm
Trowelling speed: 65-115rpm

Cleaning charges may apply.

CODE

H08-CON000

Test Cube Molds
Test cube molds supplied to BS standards c/w
detachable base.

9.5

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H08-CON070
H08-CON080

900mm Petrol 4.hp
Finishing Pan

Hand Tamp
CODE

CODE

H08-CON010

H08-CON020
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Site Equipment

Concrete Finishing
Vibrating Poker Unit & Rod
Vibrating pokers remove air trapped in concrete,
which in turn makes it stronger. There is a choice of
petrol or electric units and a range of different sized
poker heads.
•
•
•
•

Designed for heavy site use
Compact and portable
Easy to transport
Speed limitation to prevent over revving
of engine and poker burn out
• 0.52m (H) x 0.42m (W) x 0.45m (L)
• Weight: 25 kg - Exc Rods

Cleaning charges may apply.
2 .5
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H08-CON040
H08-CON050

110v
Petrol

Easy Float

Beam Screed

With three poles, the easy float allows the user
to reach up to six meters. It also has a swivelling,
rotating knuckle at the base to aid its direction
whilst working the concrete.

The petrol unit, when placed on any one of the
beams, vibrates the beam whilst screeding at
the same time. To remove any confusion when it
comes to pricing, we only charge for the petrol unit
not the beams.
Cleaning charges may apply.

6

CODE

H08-CON060

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H08-CON100
H08-CON110
H08-CON120
H08-CON130
H08-CON140

3.6m Petrol
4.2m Petrol
5.2m Petrol
6.2m Petrol
7.2m Petrol

Hire anywhere in the UK

T

0800 344 344 / frank-key.co.uk/hire
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Site Equipment

Survey Equipment
CAT Detector & Mouse

Signal Generator

Three classic detection modes:
POWER mode
RADIO mode
GENERATOR mode

• Recommended for use with CAT detectors
• Significantly increases the performance of
cable avoidance tools
• Adjustable signal generation
• Loudspeaker, accessory tray and accessory slot

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H23-SUR000
H23-SUR020

CAT Detector
Sonde (Mouse)

CODE

H23-SUR010

CCTV Drain Camera

CamScope

These cameras allow close inspection of drains
and manholes. Record either video or still images
direct to an integral hard drive for transfer to DVD
or SD card.

Brilliant pictures and videos
of cavities, shafts and pipes.
Removable controller unit.
Radio signal transmission.
MicroSD card slot.
With voice recording.

CODE

CODE

H23-SUR060

H23-SUR050

Cobra Reel

Wall Scanner

Compact and portable
fibreglass duct rods allow
rodding and locating of sewers,
drains or ducts, installation of
cables in ducts and threading
draw ropes through pipes or
surveying drains.

Ultra-wideband
radar sensor system
for millimetreaccurate detection of
ferrous/non-ferrous
metals, live cables,
wooden beams and
plastic pipes.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H23-SUR030
H23-SUR040

50m
100m
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Site Equipment

Survey Equipment
Laser Levels
We have a range of optical and laser site levels.
Our Dumpy site optical level is ideal for exterior site
levelling with a two-man operation. The rotating
and ceiling laser levels are battery powered and
designed for one-man operation.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H23-SUR090
H23-SUR100
H23-SUR110

Dumpy Site Level
Laser Level (Interior / Exterior)
Laser Level (Interior)

Line Marker Applicator
These applicators require minimal assembly and
are safe and easy to use. Simply shake the can,
insert into the applicator, mark the line, and you are
done! Line marker excluded.
Line marker paint is available to purchase.

CODE

H23-SUR080

Gas Monitor

Measuring Wheel

• Personal multi gas monitor/detector
• Kit contains a lightweight gas detection
instrument, power pack and charger
• Available with either two or four gas sensors

•
•
•
•

CODE

CODE

H23-SUR120

H23-SUR130

Telescopic shaft
Instant zero button
Dual wheels for stability
Compact foldaway design with canvas bag

Hire anywhere in the UK

T

0800 344 344 / frank-key.co.uk/hire
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Site Equipment

Survey Equipment
Roof Man Anchor System
Designed to provide a portable safety
option where guardrails are not provided
or where there are no suitable anchor
points available. Easy to set up.
This one-man system is ideal for short
term maintenance operations on flat or
pitch roofs up to a 15 degree pitch.

CODE

H23-SUR140

Tripod & Winch

Escape Set

The tripod & winch is a temporary option for
gaining access to confined spaces such as
wells, sewage systems etc. The winch provides
extra safety when lifting or pulling a load.

We supply lightweight and compact positive
pressure emergency escape sets from the leading
safety manufacturers. Easy to use in emergency
situations and can provide a safe and unhampered
escape from hazardous environments where
breathing has become difficult or endangered.
Our escape set offers a ten minute compressed air
supply, ensuring the user is protected from various
toxic gases.

CODE

CODE

H23-SUR150

H23-SUR152

Pipe Laser

Fall Arrest Block

Pipe lasers are perfect instruments for work in
manholes, above ground or in the pipe itself.
They are specifically suited for foul and storm
sewer construction, gravity fed pipes and
where a line grade and line is needed. They
include a clear and easy to read display allowing
operators to see grade
numbers, battery status and
the line and level indication.

A fall arrest block with a selfretractable cable. It is integrated
with a locking device and an
energy dissipation element.

CODE

CODE

X23-SUR115

H23-SUR151

60
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Site Equipment

Slug

Header
Survey
Equipment
Breaking,

Cutting &
Drilling
Drilling/ Breakers/
Cutting/ Grinding/
Diamond Blades/
Tile Cutting

Hire anywhere in the UK

T

0800 344 344 / frank-key.co.uk/hire
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Breaking, Cutting & Drilling

Drilling
Diamond Core Drill & Rig
Designed for a wide variety of core drilling
applications this electric drill motor and
stand system is the ideal system for
medium core drilling in walls, floor and
roofs, giving a maximum core diameter
of 254mm. Easy to tilt stand with back
support provides stable, comfortable and
reliable drilling. Perfect for ventilation,
plumbing and waste evacuation
pipe applications. Wear charges are
applicable, charged by mm. POA.
• Optimum feed speed with single and
double gearing for efficient drilling
• Fast step up with user-friendly, light
weight base plate with integrated
vacuum base
• Equipped with transport wheels
for easy transportation
• Supply: 110v, 2400w, 9 / 20A
Diamond cores - Available to hire or buy

2 .7

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H09-DRI050

110v

Diamond Core Drill
A variable speed drill with chuck, includes an
internal clutch to reduce damage when the core
snags. Available with or without diamond cores.
• 110v
Diamond Cores available
to purchase or hire.
Ask a member of staff or call
your local branch for details.

5.6
CODE

H09-DRI040
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Breaking, Cutting & Drilling

Drilling
Percussion Drill 13mm

Angle Drill

All-purpose 13mm percussion drill can be used
without hammer function for drilling wood and
steel, with hammer function for drilling masonry.

Designed for tight and confined spaces where a
standard drill cannot be used. Ideal for plumbing
and electrical work, saving you holding a standard
drill in an uncomfortable manner.

2 .5

13
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H09-DRI010

110v

H09-DRI020

110v

Paddle Mixing Drill

Cordless Combi Drill

Ideal for plastering
and bricklaying
trades, this heavy
duty paddle mixer will
take the hard work
out of mixing plasters,
cements and resins.

Lightweight 14.4v to 36v cordless hammer drill for
driving screws or drilling timber, steel or masonry.

1.7

13

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H09-DRI030

110v

H09-DRI070

36v Cordless

Hire anywhere in the UK

T

0800 344 344 / frank-key.co.uk/hire
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Breaking, Cutting & Drilling

Drilling
SDS Rotary Hammer Drill
Powerful, multi-functional hammer
drill. Perfect for both drilling and
light chiselling.
• 2 and 4kg
• 110v

11
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H09-DRI110

110v

SDS Cordless Rotary Hammer Drill

Magnetic Rotabroach

A choice of two cordless SDS drills are available,
the traditional 24v and 36v. Both provide portable
power perfect for general masonry drilling tasks
and use direct fixing SDS Plus drill bits.

With its magnetic base and safety chain,
this drill is designed to drill holes from
10mm up to 32mm through steel. Ideal
for installing girders.

2 .5

11
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H09-DRI090

Cordless 24v / 36v

H09-BRE060

110v
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Breaking, Cutting & Drilling

Breakers
Breaker Hydraulic
With its own power pack, this petrol powered,
hydraulically driven breaker and hammer
attachment is powerful and portable. Ideal for
breaking asphalt, concrete roads, pavements,
paths, patios and slabs. This breaker provides high
performance with low operator fatigue.

Steels resharpening service:
Did you know we can sharpen
your essential tools? Ask a
member of staff for details.

7
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H09-BRE050

Petrol

Breaker Accessories For Hire
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H09-BRE900
H09-BRE905
H09-BRE910
H09-BRE915

Masonry Drill Bits
Steels
Core Drills
Diamond Core Accessories

Hire anywhere in the UK

T

0800 344 344 / frank-key.co.uk/hire
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Breaking, Cutting & Drilling

Breakers
Small Breaker/Rotary Hammer Handheld
This lightweight breaker is ideally suited for
breaking out brick work and small areas of
concrete where access is restricted.
• 5kg
• 110v

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

VIBRATION

H09-BRE010

110v

6.5

Medium Breaker/Rotary Hammer Handheld
Our most popular breaker, offering many solutions.
This breaker will break through 120mm of concrete
if required, but is better suited to breaking through
paths and small slabs of concrete.
• 8, 10 and 11kg
• 110v
14
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H09-BRE020

110v

Large Breaker/Upright

Breaker (Petrol)

The most powerful of the electric breakers. With a
capacity of 150mm breaking depth, this breaker is
large enough to cope with larger areas of concrete.

This breaker is the most portable of the two
upright breakers. Easy to transport, can handle
most applications.

• 16 and 27kg
• 110v

• Handheld
• Weight: 25kg
• Petrol (2- and 4-stroke)

4.6

13
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H09-BRE030

110v

H09-BRE040

Cobra Breaker
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Breaking, Cutting & Drilling

Grinding
Grinder 115mm/125mm (Cordless)
The smallest of the grinders but
with the different accessories
available, this power tool can cut,
polish or grind.
• 115mm/125mm
• Cordless

5
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H10-CUT010

18v

Grinder 115mm/125mm

Grinder 230mm

Designed to cut, polish and grind, this grinder will
produce a professional finish and has different
accessories available. 115mm or 125mm diameter
grinding disc.

A powerful tool for those larger applications.

5

5.5

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H10-CUT000

110v

H10-CUT020

110v

Diamond Blades
Ideal for cutting hard or abrasive materials, use
in conjunction with one of our many disc cutting
machines for exceptional performance.

We stock a variety of
blades at each branch.
Available to hire or buy

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H10-CUT190

Diamond Blade Hire Charge
Hire anywhere in the UK

T

0800 344 344 / frank-key.co.uk/hire
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Breaking, Cutting & Drilling

Cutting & Grinding
Die Grinder

Grinder Straight

Predominately a metal working grinder, designed
for grinding burrs away from metalwork.

Perfect for grinding burrs from metal work. Can
also be used with a grinding stone or polishing
cone on metal.

4

3.5

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H10-CUT120

110v

H10-CUT140

110v

Nibbler

Shear

This metal nibbler is designed to cut sheet material
to most shapes and patterns.

Designed to cut aluminium, mild steel and stainless
steel without losing excess material as with
nibblers.

3

3

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H10-CUT150

110v

H10-CUT160

110v
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Breaking, Cutting & Drilling

Cutting & Grinding
Disc Cutter
A real workhorse, this saw will cut most materials
with the correct blade. Ask for advice and we will
happily assist.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

VIBRATION

H10-CUT035
H10-CUT040
H10-CUT050

(Cordless) 230mm
(Two Stroke) 300mm
(Two Stroke) 350mm

3.5
3.9
3.9

Floor Saw
The petrol floor saw is available in either 350mm or
450mm diameters of cutting wheel. When cutting
asphalt or concrete, this water fed unit makes
cutting floor surfaces easy.
Diamond blades are available for hire or purchase.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

VIBRATION

H10-CUT070
H10-CUT080

14 inch (350mm)
18 inch (450mm)

5.7
4.8

Masonry Saw Bench
The masonry saw bench is available in 110v or
petrol. Water fed, this cutter is ideal for cutting
bricks, blocks and pavers.
• 350mm/500mm diameter cutting wheel

5 .2
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H10-CUT090
H10-CUT091

350mm 110v / Petrol
500mm Petrol
Hire anywhere in the UK

T

0800 344 344 / frank-key.co.uk/hire
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Cutting & Tile Cutting
Arbortech Brick & Mortar Cutter
Althougth the Arbortech brick cutter
has many functions, it is best suited
for cutting mortar joints in order to
remove single bricks.
Blades and accessories
available at an extra cost

7.7

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H10-CUT110

110v

Cut Off Saw

Supersaw Dustless Cutter

This professional Disc Cutter for on-site use to
cut concrete and metal, with the
following features:

This machine will cut soft brick and block only.
Due to its twin blade action, the dust it creates
is minimal.

•
•
•
•
•
•

High power motor with electronic soft start
Fully adjustable safety guard
Port for connection to a dust extraction unit
Wheel Diameter: 305 mm
Max. Cutting Depth: 100 mm
Weight: 11.5kg

7.5

2.9

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H10-CUT030

300mm / 110v

H10-CUT130

110v

Dust Suppression Bottle

Wall Chaser

Designed to reduce dust
generated from saws
allowing conformance to
safe working practices,
kick-free hose, sturdy
pump handle and wide
funnel enables easy filling.
9-13 litre capacity.

With its two adjustable
diamond blades, this chaser
cuts a channel into brick and
blockwork with ease.

Available to hire or buy

3.5
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H10-CUT060

Hire

H10-CUT100

110v
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XXXX
XXXXXXX
XXXXX

Diamond Blades
At Frank Key Plant & Tool Hire we are committed
to providing you with the best quality tools and
equipment to get your job done. This is why we have
selectively partnered with Duro to ensure we offer you
a quality range of diamond blades and accessories to
suit all applications.

XXXXX
XXXX

Below are a few examples of the
popular blades available;

Construction Materials
Good speed of cut and life, for use on: House
bricks/ All reinforced concrete types/ Facing bricks/
Concrete kerbs, beams, lintels & flags/ House bricks/
Abrasive materials/ Occasional use in asphalt

Asphalt & Abrasive Materials
A laser welded blade for use on: Soft concrete
paviours/ Abrasive blocks/ Cement screed/
Asphalt/ Grit stone

Concrete & Asphalt
A laser welded blade with a wide gullet, fast cutting
with a long life for use on; Indian stone/ Class A
engineering bricks/ Clay products/ All reinforced
concrete types/ Granite/ Hard bricks/ House bricks/
Abrasive materials/ Asphalt/ Concrete kerbs,
beams, lintels & flags

Building Materials
A blade with a 10mm segment height ensuring less
chipping and reduced vibration, for use on: Hard bricks
/ Lightly reinforced concrete / Concrete kerbs, beams
lintels & flags / Facing bricks / General purpose

Breaking, Cutting & Drilling

Tile Cutting
Tile Saw Radial Arm
These tile saws offer accurate cutting for larger
tiles. Tiles can be cut straight or at angles.
650mm and 1000mm bed sizes available.
We recommend buying a new blade from us for
large or expensive jobs.

2.5

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H11-TIL050
H11-TIL060

650mm / 110v
1000mm / 110v

Tile Saw - Bench Top
A straightforward approach to cutting tiles. Using a
water fed system the bench top tile saw allows the
user to pass the tile through the diamond blade.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H11-TIL040

110v / 230v

Tile Cutter Manual
A choice of four tile cutters are
available to hire, ranging from
400mm up to 750mm.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H11-TIL000
H11-TIL010
H11-TIL020
H11-TIL030

400mm
500mm
600mm
750mm
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Woodworking,
Flooring
& Fixing
Sanding/ Floor Preparation/
Woodworking/ Fixing

Woodworking, Flooring & Fixing

Sanding
Palm Sander

Orbital Sander

A compact palm sander, is ideal for jobs where an
orbital sander is too big. Ergnomically contoured
grip, makes this sander easy to control for a
professional finish.

A good general-purpose sander giving you a fast
and effective method of sanding.

2.5

3

• Ideal for most sanding applications

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H12-SAN000

110v / 230v

H12-SAN010

110v / 230v

Delta Sander

Random Orbital Sander 150mm

A light-weight sander, which can be used with a
one-handed operation, allows you to sand corners
and awkward recesses using the triangle shaped
sanding head.

Fast and effective sanding with eccentric motion,
providing a scratch-free professional finish.

3

5.6

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H12-SAN020

230v

H12-SAN030

110v / 230v
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Woodworking, Flooring & Fixing

Sanding
Wheel Sander

Belt Sander 4”

This wheel sander comes complete with a
flapped sanding wheel. Perfect for timbers that
require cleaning but without losing the character
of the wood.

A heavy-duty sander that is ideal for initial stages
of sanding to rapidly remove material.

7

2.5

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H12-SAN040

110v / 230v

H12-SAN050

110v / 230v

Drywall Sander Kit

Sander Polisher

Dry wall long reach sander with double dust
extraction (brush outer ring and 8-hole internal
dust extraction) ensures a clean working area and
prevents clogging of the abrasive surface.

Based on a 230mm grinder, this power tool can be
used for both sanding and polishing.

• Variable speed ensures constant control
• 110cm short reach for use in confined areas
• Extension arm enables 165cm full working
length for sanding high walls and ceilings
• 225mm diameter sanding discs (sold seperately)
• Connect to vacuum cleaner for full
dust extraction
• Folds into storage case for ease of transportation

1.5

2.5

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H12-SAN055

110v

H12-SAN060

110v

Hire anywhere in the UK

T

0800 344 344 / frank-key.co.uk/hire
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Woodworking, Flooring & Fixing

Sanding
Edging Sander
This edging sander enables sanding right up to
the edge of the floor. Ideal for use with our Floor
Sander on all real wooden floors.

Sanding discs are available on a sale or
return basis.

1.8
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H12-SAN090

230v

Floor Sander
One of the best methods of sanding a wooden
floor, this heavy-duty floor sander creates a smooth
finish ready for varnishing or polishing. Ideal for
sanding all real wooden floors.

Floor sanding sheets are available on a sale or
return basis.

3.1
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H12-SAN080

230v

Floor Tile Stripper
With its vibrating blade these machines will help
strip vinyl flooring quickly and easily.
• Ideal for commercial and domestic applications
• Fully adjustable blade angle to suit flooring
and adhesion
• Choice of blade widths

10
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H12-FLO110
H12-FLO120

Medium / 230v / 9” Blade size
Jumbo / 230v / 13” Blade size
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Floor Preparation
Floor Grinder
Effectively removes all types of floor coverings leaving
a level surface ready for new flooring preparation.
(Diamond head floor grinders also available with an
additional wear charge). Working width 280mm.
• Diamond head - Wear charges applicable
• Carbon type - Blocks and brushes available
to purchase

5.6
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H12-FLO140

110v Carbon / Diamond

Hand Held Concrete Grinder
Based on a 125mm grinder, this power tool with
its cup-shaped diamond disc, will gradually
grind concrete and other material down to the
required level.

4
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H12-FLO130

110v

Hand Held Scabbler 230mm
For grinding small areas of masonry or render.
Ideal for working on areas that larger machines
cannot reach.

5. 5
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H12-FLO150

110v
Hire anywhere in the UK

T

0800 344 344 / frank-key.co.uk/hire
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Floor Prep & Woodworking
Floor Scabbler Concrete

Floor Scrubber Polisher

With its star shaped tungsten tipped flails and
adjustable height, this machine will scabble
concrete floors, allowing a key ready for overscreeding.

Designed to polish most types of solid flooring,
this industrial floor scrubber polisher, with large
capacity solution tank, is ideal for cleaning large
areas quickly.

• Generates high volumes of dust, therefore
please exercise caution and use
appropriate PPE

• Large 400mm diameter cleaning head
• Choice of brushes and pads

11.7

2.5

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H12-FLO160

110v

H12-FLO170

110v

Multi Tool

Jigsaw

This tool offers a solution to many cutting
problems. Capable of cutting laminate, metal,
grout, plasterboard and much more.
All accessories are available to purchase.

Available in 110v or cordless. All jigsaw blades are
available to purchase.

2.5
2.5
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H13-SAW000

Corded / Cordless

78

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H13-SAW010
H13-SAW020

110v
Cordless
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Woodworking
Saw Circular

Reciprocating Saw

Perfect for trimming and cutting sheet timber, also
available in 18v cordless.

This is a multipurpose saw that will cut either
timber or metal depending on the choice of
blade used.

2.5

8.4+

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

VIBRATION

H13-SAW030
H13-SAW040

165mm (Cordless)
7-9 inch / 110v

H13-SAW050
H13-SAW060

Corded / 110v / 230 v
Cordless

16.8
8.4

Saw All Purpose

Saw Mitre 216mm

This corded multifunctional saw, is ideal for
cutting wood.

A simple and straightforward mitre saw for cutting
timber from zero to 90 degrees.

• Maximum cutting capacity: 200mm on wood
and 10mm on metal

2.5

4
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H13-SAW070

230v

H13-SAW080

110v / 230v

Hire anywhere in the UK

T

0800 344 344 / frank-key.co.uk/hire
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Woodworking
Saw Compound Mitre 260mm

Saw Combination Flip Over 260mm

This mitre saw will produce a mitre from above and
has a compound facility if required.

This multipurpose saw can be used as a rip saw or
when flipped over a mitresaw.

2.5
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H13-SAW090
H13-SAW095

260mm Saw
Stand - For Mitre Saw

2.5
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H13-SAW100

110v

Table Saw (12 inch)

We stock a full range of accessories
including various blades - enquire in branch.

The table saw is a bench type rip saw, mainly for
cutting sheet material.

Wood Planer Electric
This electric plane will take up to 2.5mm of timber
off per pass but is also adjustable to zero.

2.5
2.5
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H13-SAW110

110v

80

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H13-WOO100 Electric Corded (110v / 230v)
H13-WOO110 Planer (Cordless)
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Woodworking
Router (½ inch)

Worktop Jig

A ½” router that comes with all the standard
attachments. Ideal for use with the worktop jig.

A professional jig for accurate cutting of worktops.

4.5
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

H13-WOO120 110v

H13-WOO130

Biscuit Jointer

Door Trimmer

The precise specialist wood jointing tool, complete
with robust metal angle scaled guides and lock
points to enable you to create accurate joints.

Ideal for adjusting door frames when replacing floor
coverings, without the need to take the door off its
hinges. Height and depth of cut fully adjustable.

4.5
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H13-WOO135 110v

CODE

H13-WOO150
Hire anywhere in the UK

T

0800 344 344 / frank-key.co.uk/hire
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Fixing
Rivet Gun

Tek Screwdriver

Manual rivet gun, ergonomically designed to
enable easy joining of thin sheet metal or plastic.

A universal screwdriver, ideal for dry lining, roofing
and cladding applications. Complete with torque
clutch and depth gauge for a precision finish.

CODE

H14-FIX020
2.5

Rivets are available to buy.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H14-FIX030

110v

Auto Feed Screwdriver

Impact Wrench

This screwdriver will take most collated screws
which are available from Frank Key. Easy to load
and quick to use, perfect for fixing plasterboard.

Electric impact wrench loosens/tightens bolts
and nuts. Accompanying socket set available.

2.5

5.6

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

VIBRATION

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H14-FIX040
H14-FIX041

110v
Cordless / 18v

2.5
2.5

H14-FIX050
H14-FIX065

Electric / 110v
Socket Set

Cartridge Gun

Floorboard Power Nailer

For fixing timber to steel or concrete. Fires steel
nails giving a secure fixing. Please supply details of
the materials you intend to secure.

Small and large floorboard nailers, designed to
efficiently secure floorboards and is ideal for first fix
applications.

13
CODE

H14-FIX070
82

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H14-FIX080
H14-FIX090

Small
Large

Pick up an accompanying Frank Key Plant & Tool Hire price list
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Fixing
Paslode Stapler

Brad Nailer (Battery)

This heavy duty yet lightweight and portable
electric stapler is ideal for fixing various
materials such as fibreboard, hardboard and
weatherboarding.

Designed for second fixing, this lightweight
brad nailer enables efficient fixing of a variety of
materials, resulting in minimal filling or finishing.

2.5
CODE

H14-FIX100
3

Nails available to buy.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H14-FIX140

12v Battery

Paslode Fixers
The industry leader for first and second fixing, our
cordless Paslode fixers provide high quality fixing
solutions throughout the construction process.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

VIBRATION

H14-FIX110
H14-FIX120
H14-FIX130
H14-FIX150

Paslode Nailer (First Fix)
Paslode Brad Nailer (Second Fix)
Paslode Brad Nailer Angle (Second Fix)
Paslode Positive Placement Nailer

2.6
3
3
3.9
Hire anywhere in the UK

T

0800 344 344 / frank-key.co.uk/hire
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Heating &
Plumbing
Heating/ Cooling/
Dehumidifiers/
Plumbing

Heating & Plumbing

Heating
Heater (Ceramic)

Heater (Infra Red)

Ceramic heaters will raise the temperature in small
areas and have two 1.4kW panels that can be used
individually or together.

A powerful electric heater with two heat settings.
This heater is a direct heater for heating people and
objects. The room temperature will not be raised
significantly when using this heater.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

H15-HEA000

110v / 230v

H15-HEA020

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

110v / 230v

Heaters - Gas and Diesel
These gas heaters are available in
two sizes in both 230v and 110v.
You will require a power source to
power the fan in these heaters and
propane gas or diesel. Perfect for
instant heat. Cannot be used in
enclosed spaces.
Also available is a 110v pan
heater, also known as a dustbin
heater. It comes complete with
a thermal overload protection
switch, mainly used on
open-air sites.
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

BTU RATING

H15-HEA040
H15-HEA050
H15-HEA055
H15-HEA060

Heater Gas Blower Medium
Heater Gas Blower Large
Pan Heater Gas
Heater Portable Diesel

150-180,000
280-300,000
-

Gas cylinders available
to purchase from most
hire branches.

Hire anywhere in the UK

T

0800 344 344 / frank-key.co.uk/hire
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Heating & Cooling
Heater Fan 3kW

Fan Large (24 inch)

This is a heavy duty fan heater, available in
230v only.

This fan will move large quantities of air. Ideal for
warehouses and industrial units.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H15-HEA010

230v

H15-FAN000

110v / 230v

Heater Cabinet

Air Conditioning Unit

Running purely on
butane gas, this
cabinet heater
provides efficient low
level heat for smaller
areas and ideal for
site cabins. Gas sold
separately see page
117 for further details.

This air conditioning
unit is easy to use
and compact. With
any air conditioner
the vent pipe requires
an opening in the
room to expel the
warm air.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H15-HEA030

Butane

H15-AIR001

230v

Plaque Heater (Single/Double)

Evaporative Cooler

Available in a single or
double radiant element
versions, these robust
heaters are ideal for
on-site use.

The evaporative cooler
has a low power usage
and does not require
an external vent.
Simply fill with water
and the internal fan will
circulate cool air.

• Suitable for use
with a propane gas
cylinder (any size)
• Flame failure safety
trip fitted as standard
• Gas sold separately
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H15-HEA035

Propane

H15-FAN010

230v
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Dehumidifiers
Dehumidifier (Domestic)

Turbo Dryer

Ideal for humidity
control in small
domestic spaces
such as bedrooms
and caravans.

A funnelled fan unit that sits low to the floor,
making air movement under carpets and floors very
effective when used with a dehumidifier.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H16-DEH000

230v

H16-DEH030

230v

Need help and advice on what equipment
will best suit your needs? Ask or call your
local branch, we are here to help.

Dehumidifier (Small Industrial)

Dehumidifier (Industrial)
This portable but robust dehumidifier is the
industrial mainstay of dehumidifying. Perfect for
dealing with leaks, floods and humidity control
across commercial and domestic properties.

Designed for new construction and wet trade
drying, our smallest industrial dehumidifier is also
ideal for restorative drying after fire or flood and
cellar/basement drying.

•
•
•
•
•

New build structural drying
Floor and fire restoration
Humidity control across all property type
Mains power supply required
Capacity: 55 litre/ day

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H16-DEH010

110v / 230v

H16-DEH020

110v / 230v

Hire anywhere in the UK

T
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Plumbing
Pipe Freezing Kit
Ideal for replacing small sections of domestic
central heating systems, isolating the area without
having to drain the whole system. Electric, easy to
use machine freezes the water in the pipes to seal
the water system ready for work.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H17-PLU160

230v

Pressure Tester (Manual)

Central Heating Flusher

This pressure tester
will connect to a
standard 15mm
fitting, enabling
the user to test for
leakage from pipe
work.

Designed to flush central heating
systems ready for new installation,
this professional machine
effectively deals with system
corrosion to improve overall
heating efficiency.
Must be connected to
a main water source.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H17-PLU130

H17-PLU140
H17-PLU145

Flusher
Pump Head Adaptor

Pipe & Drain Cleaner

Drain Snake & Rods

Designed for rapid deployment this drain cleaning
hose will help you clear pipe blockages quickly
and easily.

Can reach around corners and clean blocked
waste pipes, 25ft flexible drain rod.

CODE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H17-PLU146

230v

88

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H17-PLU100
H17-PLU110

Drain Rods
Drain Snake
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Plumbing
Pipe Bender Hydraulic
This hydraulically powered pipe bender, bends
thick-walled steam and gas pipes quickly and easily.
• Ideal for 10mm (3/8”) to 50mm (2”) pipes
• Includes formers and guides

CODE

H17-PLU190

Pipe and Tube Benders

Pipe Cutters

We have a range of hand
held benders. Our larger tube
bender ensures accurate
bending of 15mm stainless
steel tubing and 15-22mm
copper pipes. Our smaller
pipe bender is specifically
designed for 15mm-22mm
copper pipe only.

The chain link design of the salt glazed cutter
makes light work of cutting salt glazed or cast pipe.
A plumber’s staple, the 4 inch plastic pipe cutter
achieves a perfect 90 degree and chamfer in
soil pipes.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H17-PLU170
H17-PLU180

Tube Bender
Pipe Bender (Hand)

H17-PLU210
H17-PLU200

Plastic Pipe Cutter (4 inch)
Pipe Cutter Salt Glazed

Pipe Support

Pipe Vice & Stand

Pipe support with
adjustable heights
and able to hold pipes
of various diameters
securely and safety
enabling you to get on
with the task in hand.

Ideal for large plumbing
jobs, this stable and sturdy
mounted vice enables you
to grip up to 100mm (4 inch)
pipe for cutting and threading.
Stand easily folds down for
easy transportation.

CODE

CODE

H17-PLU280

H17-PLU290
Hire anywhere in the UK

T
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Plumbing
Ratchet Hand Stocks

Pipe Threader ½-2 inch Handheld

Designed to thread BSP mild steel pipes manually,
using a ratchet assisted operation. This portable
pipe threader enables you to professionally thread
½” to 2” mild steel BSP pipes.

This power threader enables you to easily thread
16mm (½”) to 50mm (2”) mild steel BSP pipes, easy
to use with no need for a pipe vice.

CODE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H17-PLU240

H17-PLU260

110v

Pipe Saw (Up To 4 inch)

Chain Dogs

This reciprocating saw with integral pipe clamp,
enables perfectly square cuts in metal and plastic
pipes up to 4” / 110mm in diameter.
(Blades supplied separately).

CODE

H17-PLU295

Pipe Threading Machine 2-4 inch
Industrial grade pipe threading machines, ideal for
threading, cutting and reaming steel pipe between
2-4” diameter, in bulk.

18
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H17-PLU220

110v

Pipe Saw (4 inch)
Powerful 1200w motor enables up to 4” steel pipe,
6mm sheet steel and even 120mm wood to be cut
using this industrial grade reciprocating saw.
• Rigid 550

18
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H17-PLU230

230v

H17-PLU270

110v
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Plumbing
REMS Crimping Tool
Radial press crimping tool with automatic return
after completed pressing cycle (forced process)
for press connections 10-40mm.
• For driving REMS mini pressing tongs
• Rotating pressing tongs seat with
automatic locking.
• Electro hydraulic drive
• Available in 110v and cordless versions

REMS Sling Set

Suitable for complex compressing of M42 and
M54 fittings thanks to 3 swivellable segments
mounted on a pressing ring allowing ideal
pressing through equal radial controlled
movement.

• Pressing Rings M42 and M54
• Sling Set

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H17-PLU278
H17-PLU277

REMS Crimping Tool 110v / Cordless
REMS Sling Set

REMS - Professional Pipe Working Tools
Frank Key Plant & Tool Hire are one of only a
handful of authorised REMS service depots
in the UK. Enquire in branch for details.
Hire

. Service . Calibration . Repair . Sales

Bench Top Metal Saw 350mm

Dry Metal Cutting Saw

This metal cutting saw is
ideally suited for cutting
metal pipe, metal box section
and angled steel. Use with
350mm cutting discs.

This metal cutting saw
uses a special TCT
blade with correct tooth
configuration to accurately
cut metal pipe, metal box
section and angled steel.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H17-PLU300

110v / 230v

H17-PLU305

110v / 230v

Hire anywhere in the UK

T
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Gasless/ Inverter/ Arc/
Petrol & Diesel/
Fume Extractor/
Accessories

Specialist Welding

Specialist Welding
Gasless Mig Welder 140amp
Designed for light-duty welding repairs and
fabrication.
• Welding wire and rods sold separately

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H18-WEL000

230v

Inverter Welder 130amp
This portable welding unit is ideal for welding
mild steel, mild alloy stainless steel and cast iron.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H18-WEL010

230v

Arc Welder 140amp
With excellent arc and starting abilities, you can
complete your welding project efficiently with
minimal spatter levels using this machine.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H18-WEL020

230v
Hire anywhere in the UK

T
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Specialist Welding

Specialist Welding
Petrol Welder 160amp/200amp
Mobile, hard-wearing and robust design, this petrol
welder is suitable for most on-site applications.
Welding rods available to purchase

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H18-WEL030

230v

Diesel Welder Generator
Mobile and robust welder generators with 200amp,
250amp and 300amp outputs. The 250amp and
300amp welder also comes complete with 110v
auxiliary output sockets.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H18-WEL040
H18-WEL050
H18-WEL060

200 amp
250 amp
300 amp

Fume Extractor
Removes fumes created by welding, grinding,
and fabrication tasks.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H18-WEL070

110v

Welding Accessories
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H18-WEL065
H18-WEL075
H18-WEL080
H18-WEL085

Extension Welding Cables - Extra length
Ducting - For Fume Extractor (5m)
Welding Screen
Generator Drip Tray

94
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Lighting
Generators/ Power/
Leads/ Lighting

Power & Lighting

Generators
Portable Generator 2000w (Petrol)
Easy to carry suitcase style design, making it easy
to transport whilst maintaining a high performance
over seven hours at 75% load.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H19-GEN000

2000w Petrol

Generators
With our range of petrol and small diesel
generators you can choose the right level of power
for your needs.

CODE

PRODUCT / SIZE

POWER

H19-GEN010
H19-GEN020
H19-GEN030

2-3kva Small Petrol
3.1-5kva Med Petrol
5kva Small Diesel

110v / 230v
110v / 230v
110v / 230v

Super Silent Generator
Our low noise emission generators are fitted with
230v and 110v sockets, providing continuous high
output of power depending on your needs.
• Ideal for powering a variety of tools and
lighting equipment on large sites

CODE

PRODUCT / SIZE

H19-GEN040
H19-GEN060

6-8 kVA Med (Diesel) 110v / 230v
10-11 kVA Med (Diesel) 110v / 230v

96
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Power & Lighting

Generators & Lighting
Super Silent Generator Skid Mounted
Extremely versatile multi-phase generators
for use on various construction projects,
utility and standby applications. Close fitting
acoustic canopy, fully bunded long range
tank with connections for remote fuel supply,
comprehensive control panel and multiple
socket outlets.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H19-GEN070

17kVA Diesel

Lighting Tower Telescopic Mast & Generator
•
•
•
•
•
•

6.0kVA/ 4.8kW Super Silent Diesel Generator
5.5m Stainless Steel Mast
Lamp: Metal Halide 1000w
Fuel Tank: 24 litre
Noise rating: 66 dBA @ 7m
Weight: 295kg

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H19-LIG045

Diesel

LED Tower Light (Towable)
These popular tower lights are rugged, long lasting
and safe. Multi-directionally adjustable and tiltable
floodlights.
• LED floodlights providing instant bright light with
no wait time
• Auto start/stop light sensor to reduce costs
• Automatically lower masts if moved
• Run time of over 200 hours
• Central lifting eye
• Longitudinal and transversal forklift pockets for
effective handling

CODE

H19-LIG200
Hire anywhere in the UK

T
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Transformers & Leads

Transformers
Transformers & Leads
Frank Key stock a range of
transformers and extension leads
to suit most power requirements.
Please ask for advice before hiring.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H19-POW000
H19-POW010
H19-POW015
H19-POW030
H19-POW040
H19-POW050
H19-POW060
H19-POW070

Residual Current Device (RCD)
Extension Leads 14m (110v/ 230v)
Adaptor Lead (Single/Double)
Transformer 3.0kVA Continuous
Transformer 3.3kVA
Transformer 5.0kVA
Transformer 5.0kVA Continuous
Transformer 10kVA (Single/ 3 Phase)

Junction Box (4 way)
Fitted with four 110v IP44 socket outlets, ideal
for site use with integral carry handle and powder
coated metal body. Including 5m cable complete
with a 110v IP44 plug.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H19-POW020

110v

Festoon Lighting
This 110v 22m cable, is ideal for use on large
construction sites or for illuminating your
private functions.
• Bulbs spaced at 2m internals
• Complete with protective bulb guards
• Bulbs sold separately – available to purchase

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H19-LIG050

110v
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Power & Lighting

Lighting
Portable Floodlight
Our portable task lights are ideal for illuminating large areas.
The telescopic floodlight is highly portable. The single mast
light is secured on a sturdier stand. The triple mast light, is
sturdy with three adjustable lights giving greater illumination.
• All stands can be adjusted between
1.5m – 2.5m height

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H19-LIG030
H19-LIG040
H19-LIG060

Floodlight 500 Watt (110v)
Portable Floodlight - Single Mast Inc. Stand
Portable Floodlight - Triple Mast Inc. Stand

Triple Head LED Stand Light

Floodlight LED (110v)

This efficient LED stand light with three adjustable
heads gives you the flexibility to work.

LED floodlights are an
excellent way to illuminate
large indoor or outdoor
areas. They use less
energy than their halogen
counterparts, and are
capable of greater luminosity,
so LED floodlights are an
effective and efficient lighting
solution.
• Portable and Tripod mounting
• 110v
• Super bright LED

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H19-LIG070

Triple Head LED Stand Light

H19-LIG035

110v

Hire anywhere in the UK

T
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Lighting
Mini Floodlight 500 Watt

Globe Light

Designed to illuminate tight and awkward areas,
this lightweight floodlight can stand or be held
giving you maximum flexibility.

The 110v 30w LED Globe Light has a 360 degree
light distribution, allowing light in all directions
therefore making it efficient workspace lighting.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H19-LIG020

110v

H19-LIG000

110v / 230v

LED Zone Light

Fluorescent Plasterers Light

Using low energy LEDs to produce a high intensity
LED floodlight of 3000 Lumens, this light is the
economical solution for floodlighting your site.

This 5ft stand light provides a virtually
shadow free lighting environment, perfect for
illuminating plastering and painting tasks.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H19-LIG100

110v

Rechargeable Lantern
Convenient rechargeable
lantern, giving you light when
a main supply is not available.
Provides 360 degree light
over a 10-hour run time,
allowing you to work in those
awkward internal or
external areas.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H19-LIG010

Battery

H19-LIG080

110v
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Decorating
& Cleaning
Vacuums/
Carpet Cleaners/
Pressure Washers/
Decorating/ Dust Control

Decorating & Cleaning

Cleaning
Battery Floor Scrubber Drier

Vacuum - Dry (Light Duty)

This professional commercial grade unit is
perfect for maintenance and deep-cleaning work.
Designed to efficiently remove dirt and grime
across medium-sized areas.

A mini vacuum with
great suction.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H21-VAC000

230v Charging

H21-VAC100

110v / 230v

Vacuum - Wet (Light Duty)

Vacuum - Dry (Heavy Duty)

Clean liquid
spillages and
flooded areas
quickly and
efficiently with
this powerful but
light duty vacuum
cleaner.

This strong,
industrial vacuum
cleaner will pick
up a wide variety
of dry materials
to efficiently clean
your site.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H21-VAC105

110v / 230v

H21-VAC108

110v / 230v

Vacuum - Wet (Heavy Duty)

Vacuum Backpack

This twin motored,
60 litre vacuum is a
powerful unit which is
ideal for water spills.

Designed to quickly and
efficiently clean hard to
reach areas, especially
where you need a
fast turnaround such
as public transport,
aeroplanes, theatres
and stairwells.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H21-VAC110

110v / 230v

H21-VAC115

230v
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Cleaning
Carpet Cleaner - Medium Duty (Puzzi)

Carpet Cleaner - Heavy Duty

This professional
carpet cleaner is
one of the best
units available to
hire. It is easy to
use and ideally
suited to most
homes.

A professional
carpet cleaner,
ideal for larger
areas.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H21-CLE100

230v

H21-CLE105

230v

Carpet and upholstery cleaner available to buy - enquire at your local branch.

Manual Litter Sweeper
This manual sweeper is perfect for
clearing pathways and driveways of
litter, leaves and grass trimmings.

CODE

H21-CLE110
Hire anywhere in the UK

T
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Pressure Washers
Pressure Washer
Both types of pressure washers have a direct detergent feed
allowing automatic dispersal through the nozzle for
effective cleaning.
Medium Duty
Ideal for domestic and light industrial work.
Heavy Duty
Ideal for larger domestic & industrial work including removing
chemical spills and oil.
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H21-CLE115
H21-CLE120
H21-CLE136

Medium Duty 230v
Heavy Duty 230v
Attachment Patio Cleaner

Pressure Washer Cold (Petrol)

Pressure Washer Cold (Diesel)

Designed for industrial to large retail
use. With its upgraded lance, it gives a
wide jet, and can draw water from an
external source ie. water butt.

These mobile pressure washers are made for
the toughest of industrial applications such
as; plant & machinery, construction,
landscaping, factories, agricultural,
facilities management and concreting.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H21-CLE125
H21-CLE135
H21-CLE137

Petrol Pressure Washer
Attachment (Whirlaway)
Extension Hose

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H21-CLE126

Diesel

Towable Pressure Washer Bowser

Pressure Washer Hot Wash

The pressure washer bowser is the quick,
powerful cleaning solution you need when there’s
no mains water and electric supply and you’ve
got some serious cleaning to do. Vehicles, plant
items or piece of
equipment, the
power lance shifts
the muck where
a mains hosepipe
won’t reach.

Fully temperature and
pressure controlled, this
diesel fired pressure washer
can clean the most stubborn
stains. Suctionfeed allows
cleaning agents to
be added.

CODE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H21-CLE138

H21-CLE130

230v
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Decorating
Compressor
Our range of multi-purpose air compressors
allows you the flexibility to choose the right
air volume (CFM) for the job in hand, be it
spraying automotive body work, wrenching,
nailing/stapling or cleaning.
• Choice of petrol or electric units
• Integral receiver tanks

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H21-DEC130
H21-DEC135
H21-DEC140

Compressor Small (Electric)
Compressor Medium (Electric)
Compressor Large (Petrol)

Water Butt

Needle Gun

Handy water butt, for when working away from
mains water supply.

This air driven needle gun will effectively remove
coatings, corrosion and other materials that has
collected on uneven surfaces.

4.8
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H21-CLE139

H21-DEC125
H21-DEC122

Air Driven
110v

Wall Paper Stripper (Heavy Duty)

Wallpaper Perforator

This heavy duty, powerful wallpaper stripper will
strip paper very quickly and effectively.

Perforates tough and stubborn wall paper or
coatings, allowing for easier removal.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

H21-DEC105

230v

H21-DEC107

CODE

Hire anywhere in the UK

T
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Decorating
Hot Air Paint Stripper

Rotary Paint Stripper

Universal tool for removing gloss paint and varnish
quickly and effectively.

Powerful hand-held paint stripper, designed to
effectively clean masonry and remove paint,
coatings and graffiti, from external walls.

Additional pads available to purchase.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H21-DEC110

230v

H21-DEC115

110v

Airless Sprayer

Dust Control Management System

The airless sprayer will spray large
volumes of water based paint. This
is a professional tool that should be
used by someone with experience.

The S-line contains professional
dust extractors suitable for very
demanding needs.

Cleaning charges may apply.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H21-DEC150
H21-DEC155

1.5L/m / 110v
2.6L/m / 110v

106

• Socket with self-start
for the connection of
electric tools
• 4 metre suction hose
and vacuum meter for
filter control

CODE

POWER

H26-DUS000

110v / 230v

Pick up an accompanying Frank Key Plant & Tool Hire price list
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Dust Control
Dust Blocker - Air Purifier
The Dust blocker 500 has been developed to
remove the unseen dust in an area of work. The first
recommendation is to collect the dust at source but
not every particle of dust can be captured.
Designed to be able to operate 24 hours a day it
can continually work to clean the air you breathe.
Suitable for many applications from woodworking
shops, machine rooms, repair workshops, bakeries,
renovation areas and any other areas where silica
dust from concrete, brick grout or mortar may be
present.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H26-DUS010

110v

M Class Dust Extraction Vac
This dust extraction is a certified M-Class twin
motor vacuum. The vacuum has wet and dry
capability and with a 80Itr drum it is useful in
many scenarios.
· Voltage: 110v/ 230v
· Filter Type: Cartridge

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H26-DUS025

Small

Dust Extraction Vac
Highly efficient and portable dust extraction
vacuum enabling you to maintain a clean, dust-free
and healthy environment when working.
· For diamond drilling and wall chasing

Dust Extraction Guard (For Angle
Grinder)
Designed to efficiently
capture dust close to
the site of grinding,
enabling a better
working environment
and prolonging the
life of your angle
grinder, when used in
conjunction with the
dust extraction vac.

CODE

POWER

CODE

H26-DUS020

110v / 230v

H26-DUS015
Hire anywhere in the UK
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Garden
Equipment
Gardening/ Rotavators/
Chippers/ Turf Equipment/
Mowers & Trimmers/
Stump Grinders/ Fencing
Equipment/ Groundcare/
Gas Cylinders

Garden Equipment

Gardening
Combi Unit

Bod
y

Str
imm
er

Hed
ge
trim
me
r

Ideal for when you have different jobs
to complete. This combination systems
allows you to trim hedges and strim
lawns using the different cutting heads.

5.8
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H22-GAR020
H22-GAR030

Combi Unit Attachments
Combi Unit Body

Hedge Trimmer

Long Handed Hedge Trimmer

Our choice of hedge trimmers allow you to easily
maintain hedgerows in smaller or bigger gardens.

Perfect for safely trimming tall hedgerows without
the need for access equipment or mains supply.

3.2
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H22-GAR000
H22-GAR010
H22-GAR011

Hedge Trimmer 230v
Hedge Trimmer Two Stroke
Hedge Trimmer Cordless

7
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H22-GAR040

Two Stroke

Long Handed Pole Pruner

Logging Saw

Ideal for cutting tough branches over a small area,
can reach heights of up to 2.4m with a 300mm
cutting blade.

This all-purpose electric saw is capable of cutting
300mm diameter timber and is an excellent
alternative to a chainsaw.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H22-GAR060

Manual

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H22-GAR175
H22-GAR176

110v
230v

Hire anywhere in the UK
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Garden Equipment

Rotavators
Rotavator Small Duty
This superb tiller is perfect for both commercial and
domestic applications and is capable of producing
excellent results on, for example, garden borders,
allotments and vegetable plots.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Petrol/ 4.8hp
Working Width - 64cm (25”)
Digging Depth - 20cm (8”)
Gears - 1 forward
Weight - 75/83kg
(L x W x H) - 140 x 70 x 84cm

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

VIBRATION

H22-GAR100

5HP Petrol

6.9

Rotavator Medium Duty
This medium Rotavator is ideal for allotments and gardens and is even capable of producing a
great finish in previously uncultivated ground. This rotavator will quickly get your job done.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Petrol/ 8.4hp
Working Width - 52cm (20”)
Digging Depth - 23cm (9”)
Gears: 1 forward, 1 reverse
Weight - 111kg
(L x W x H) - 170 x 64 x 120cm

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

VIBRATION

H22-GAR110

8HP Petrol

5.1

Rotavator Heavy Duty
Fully Hydraulic Drive Rotovator, perfect for heavily compacted ground
conditions. The drive speed is variable, as is the tine speed, so you can get
a fine tilth with this machine. Forward and reverse gears, simple controls,
comfortable and safe to operate, including a dead-man clutch which
immediately shuts down all hydraulic power and moving parts.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Petrol 9hp
Length: 167cm (66”)
Width: 52cm (21”)
Height: 91cm (36”)
Tine width: 45cm (18”)
Tine diameter: 33cm (13”)
Wheel width: 53cm (21”)

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

VIBRATION

H22-GAR120

9HP Petrol (Hydraulic)

8
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Chippers
Towable Wood Chipper
This 6” road tow wood chipper gives tree
surgeons and contractors the opportunity
to discover real performance and true value.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Diesel / 35hp
Chipping capacity: up to 6’’
Weight - 955kg
Fully Braked Chassis & Handbrake
Noise Level - LwA 122dB
Machine Width - 1300mm
Machine Length - 3577mm
Machine Height (Chute On) 2297mm

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H22-GAR160

Diesel

Shredder/Chipper
Heavy-duty shredder/chipper is a very robust and reliable unit,
featuring a heavy-duty chipping blade for reducing branches and
saplings to chippings. Converts hedge cuttings, green waste etc
into mulch quickly without blocking.
• Petrol/ 13hp
• Chipping Capacity: up to 3 inches

• Shredding Capacity: 0.75″(20mm)
• Weight: 160kg - 190kg

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H22-GAR140

Chipper / Shredder 3 inch (Petrol)

Hydraulic Log Splitter

Power Barrow

This electric log
splitter drives a
hydraulic pump
which can split
logs up to 400mm
in diameter and
700mm long.

This power barrow, with heavy-duty design can load
or transport construction, agricultural and landscaping
materials across a variety of terrains safely and quickly
with ease.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H22-GAR170

110v

H22-GAR375

Petrol

•
•
•
•
•

Petrol
Width 720mm, Length 1600mm Height 925mm
300kg pay load
Volume 0.113m3/ 0.134m3 heaped
Unladen Weight 155kg

Hire anywhere in the UK

T
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Garden Equipment

Turf Equipment
Turf Cutter

Lawn Aerator

Removes turf efficiently,
to enable building or
landscaping work to be
carried out more effectively.

Achieve ultimate lawn health and a fine turf
finish with these petrol powered lawn aerators
Available with solid or hollow tines.

5.5

2.5
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

VIBRATION

H22-GAR210

Petrol

H22-GAR220

Petrol

5.5

Scarrifier
Designed to remove any dead material such
as dead grass and moss from your lawn,
restoring it back to health.

7.5
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H22-GAR250

Petrol

Lawn Rake
Designed to rake
ground while
removing dead grass
and moss into a
collection basket,
improving the health
of your lawn.

Garden Roller
(Water Filled)
Your lawn
will have a
professional finish
with this easy to
use and clean
garden roller.

Wheelbarrow
85 litre steel wheelbarrow for all
your general site requirements,
with pneumatic tyre for
manoeuvrability.

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

CODE

H22-GAR240

240v

H22-GAR380

H22-GAR370
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Mowers & Trimmers
Heavy Duty Wheeled Mower (Extreme)

Wheeled Brush Mower

This heavy-duty mower will cut almost anything
you run over. It will cut bramble, small seedling as
well as long grass. Powerful but compact, making
it easy for transportation.

The wheeled brush cutter will cut most overgrown
areas of brambles and bushes.

• 5.5hp

6

6
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H22-GAR185

Petrol

H22-GAR180

Petrol

Enables you to control weeds and light
undergrowth within inaccessible areas.
Choose between nylon blades or strimmer
line attachments.

Sm
all
Pe
tro
l

• Push
• Self propelled

Available to hire or buy

10
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H22-GAR190
H22-GAR200

Petrol
Petrol Self Propelled

He
avy
Du
ty P
etro
l

Grass Trimmer

Our petrol push and self-propelled professional
rotary mowers will cut large areas of lawns quickly.

Co
rdle
ss

Rotary Mower

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H22-GAR270
H22-GAR271
H22-GAR280

Small Petrol
4.7
Strimmer Cordless
2.0
Strimmer Heavy Duty (Petrol) 2.5

Hire anywhere in the UK

T
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Garden Equipment

Stump Grinders
Stump Grinder (Compact)
This compact, fully portable, 27cm stump
grinder will fit in the boot of most cars and
vans, and weighing only 61kgs, it can easily
be transported through a house/pathway to
access back gardens.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Petrol / 6hp
Cutter Wheel 9-5/8” Dia. x 3/8” Thick
Weight - 61kg
Dimensions 56”L x 23”W x 45”H
10” Above Grade, 9” Below Grade
Folds to 36” L x 23” W x 23” H

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H22-GAR350

Compact

Stump Grinder (Heavy Duty)
Our professional stump grinders are
designed to chip away at the stump until it
is below ground level. Some digging will be
required before you start. Compact version
also available.
•
•
•
•
•

Petrol / 13hp
Cutter Wheel 14” Dia. x .0375” Thick
Weight - 136kg
Dimensions 58” L x 32” W x 51” H
Cutting Capacity 20” Above Grade,
16” Below Grade

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H22-GAR360

Heavy Duty
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Garden Equipment

Fencing Equipment
Leaf Sucker/Blower
The ergonomic design and high performance
of all models ensure areas of leaves, grass
cutting and other garden materials can be
cleared quickly and efficiently.

13
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H22-GAR090
H22-GAR091
H22-GAR092

Petrol
230v
Cordless

Hydraulic Post Puller
Ideal for removing fence posts of all shapes and
sizes. Please speak to our experienced staff for
tips on how to get the most out of this machine.
• 4 ton of pull
• Works on posts fixed in earth or concrete

CODE

H22-GAR330

Fence Post Rammer
Designed to ram wooden
fence posts into the ground.

CODE

One Man Earth Auger

Hydraulic Post Hole Borer

A two-stroke petrol unit that
can be used by one person,
with a choice of either
100mm or 200mm auger.

With a two-man operation, this ergonomic
design is perfect for large commercial fencing,
landscaping and construction digging projects.

H22-GAR340
H22-GAR320

Fence Post Rammer (Manual)
Shuv-Holer

2.8
CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

CODE

PRODUCT / POWER / SIZE

H22-GAR300

Two Stroke

H22-GAR290

Two Person

Hire anywhere in the UK
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Garden Equipment

Groundcare
Compact Tractor (25 HP)
This general-purpose tractor is a fully functional
tractor but on a smaller scale (experience of similar
equipment advised). It is an ideal choice for larger
scale smoothing, aerating and topdressing jobs
due to its outstanding durability and reliability.
• Multiple attachments available
• Supplied with turf tyres

Delivery and collection charges applicable.
Price on application.

CODE

H25-GRD000

Attachments

CODE

PRODUCT

CODE

PRODUCT

CODE

PRODUCT

H25-GRD010

Harrow

H25-GRD030

Grader

H25-GRD060

Rotavator

CODE

PRODUCT

CODE

PRODUCT

CODE

PRODUCT

H25-GRD020

Finishing Mower

H25-GRD040

Towable Roller
(1500mm)

H25-GRD070

Hydraulic
Post Rammer

CODE

PRODUCT

CODE

PRODUCT

CODE

PRODUCT

H25-GRD025

Flail Mower

H25-GRD050

Topper

H25-GRD080
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Snow Plough

Garden Equipment

Gas Cylinders
We can supply a variety of sizes of Calor gas bottle with propane or butane gas, to keep your
project or BBQ going. Don’t forget to bring your Calor gas bottle back to avoid paying a deposit.
*Bottle exchanged or refundable deposit required

Patio Gas

GAS

Calor Patio Propane refill
Calor Patio Propane refill

SIZE

5kg
13kg

Propane Gas

GAS

Calor Propane refill
Calor Propane refill
Calor Propane refill
Calor Propane refill
Calor Propane refill (Automotive)
Calor Propane refill

SIZE

3.9kg
6kg
13kg
19kg
18kg
47kg

Butane Gas

GAS

Calor Butane refill
Calor Butane refill
Calor Butane refill
Calor Butane refill

SIZE

4.5kg
7kg
12kg
15kg
Hire anywhere in the UK

T
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Hire anywhere
with National
Hire Direct
Hire anywhere in the UK, using your Frank Key Plant & Tool
Hire account with our National Hire Direct (NHD) facility*.
With NHD you can even hire plant equipment not covered in
this guide.
For more information, call the NHD team

0800 344 344

NHD prices are price on application (POA). *Subject to further approval and valid insurances.

Hire anywhere in the UK with National Hire Direct
subject to our NHD terms and conditions

T

0800 344 344

Batley
WF17 6HY
T 01924 441 902

Bradford
BD4 7BT
T 01274 200 066

Halifax
HX1 5QN
T 01422 254 789

Huddersfield
HD1 1SG
T 01484 536 626

Keighley
BD21 5AJ
T 01535 210 700

Leeds
LS13 4DL
T 0113 236 0560

Nottingham
NG5 6BL
T 0115 964 9001

Oldham
OL1 3LQ
T 0161 626 3554

Rochdale
OL12 0RA
T 01706 527 131

Rotherham
S65 1BL
T 01709 514 000

Sheffield
S2 1TA
T 0114 272 4001

Somercotes
DE55 7RB
T 01773 605 208

Stapleford
NG9 8PJ
T 0115 922 3527

Wakefield
WF1 5QN
T 01924 216 777

West Bridgford
NG2 7DB
T 0115 923 5111

Bulwell
NG6 8NG
T 0115 927 7412

Nottingham
NG5 6BL
T 0115 9 208 208

Ripley
DE5 3AT
T 01773 742 351

Sheffield
S2 1TA
T 0114 272 4001

Somercotes
DE55 7RB
T 01773 605 208

Visit our Kitchen & Bathroom Showrooms
at Nottingham NG5 6BL & Sheffield S2 1TA

Patioworld by Frank Key at Brookfields Garden Centre
Mapperley NG3 5RW T 0115 926 7049

frank-key.co.uk

